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Students face charges

after destmdive acts
• The Mineer Act

BY MARCI OWEN
·News Eo1roR
Three separate incidences in the residential colleges last week led to the arrest
of six Murray State students.
The first incident took place at Franklin
College March 3 and involved three students. Assilitant Public Safety Director
Larry Nixon said the studenb used common household items to create a device
that caused a confined explosion.
Stuart Phillips, senior from Louisville,
Timothy Barger, senior from Paducah, and
Grant Gagnon, junior from Paducah, were
arrested and charged with criminal possession of a destructive device. a felony
offense. They will appear in Calloway
County Circuit Court March 25.
Nixon said the homemade devices were
used both inside and outside the residential college. No one was injured, and no
property was damaged.
The second incident occurred Monday
at White College. Nixon said a student living in the residential college used common items to produce a device similar to
that of the previous incident.
Christopher Martin, freshman from
Owensboro, was arrested in connection
with the crime and charged with criminal
possession of a destructive device and
... _,...._..,_ three counts of first-degree wanton endangemlent, both felony offenses. Martin will
appear in Calloway County Circuit Court
April I .
"The chemical-reaction devices were
used in the proximity of people, which
makes the offense much more serious,"
Nixon said.
Nixon said there were no injuries or
property damage.
Two :.eparate but similar incidents
occurred in Elizabeth College involving
aerosol cans and lighters, Nixon said.
On Murch 5: a student used an aerosol
can and a lighter to produce a torch-like
name, Nixon said.
Jonathan Cardwell, sophomore from
Central City, was arrested and charged
with sc::cond-degree wanton endangerment. a felony offense.
Nixon said the incident progressed as
other )tudcnts became involved.
·'The incident was aggravated by Cardwell spraying the aerosol onto the shirt of
another student nnd lighting it up," Nixon
said.
The second incident involving an
aerosol can and a lighter was very similar
to the prev1ous, Nixon said, but somewhat
le<>s dangerous.
''It appears the flame was not pointed
close enough to harm anyone," Nixon
said.
Michael Gaston, sophomore from Central City, was arrested in connection with
this incident and charged with two counts
of second·degn:e wanton endangennent, a
felony offense. Gaston will appear in Cal·
loway County Circuit Court April 1.
Nixon said no one was harmed, and
there was no property damage in either
incident.
Besides criminal charges, students
involved in the incidents may face charges
from the University as well. Vice President of Student Arfairs Don Robertson
said.
"They have been charged with a violation of the code and are facing disciplinary
sanctions." Robertson said. "They know
what their rights and responsibilities are,
and now due proces~ will take place. They

see ARRESTS /14
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University gives
notification in
'sufficient' time
BY LOR EE S TARK
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Several incidents on campus in the
past week have given University officials another chance to p u t th e
Michael Minger Act to the test.
The University was subject to an
investigation of a violation of 1the
Minger Act by the state fire marshal's
office last month after a fire in a trash
receptacle at White College. The state
did not receive a notification of the
fi re, w h ich occurred the evening of
Feb. 4, until 7:34 the following morning.
Ken Meredith, deputy commissioner of the Kentucky Department of
Hou sing, said the state fire marsh al's
office was notified of an incident
involving a cigarette lighter and an
aerosol can early on the morning of
March 7. T he incident occurred the
previous even ing.
"We received a fax early the morn·
ing of March 7," Meredith said. "But
there was no fire, as such. There was
just an incident where a student was
playing around, for lack of a better
term, with a cigarette lighter and a can
of Lysol, which has accelerant in it."
Assistant Public Safety Director
Larry Nixon said Public Safety was
notified by the Housing Office of the
incident on the morning of March 7.
He said the state fire marshal was
notified upon receipt of the information from the Housing Office.
Nixon said no inju ries occurred
from the incident a nd no property was
damaged.
Meredith said the state fire marshal
felt the incident was reported in a
timely fash ion because there was no
fire, and no fire prevention equipment
was set off.
The Minger Act requires all public
postsecondary schools in Kentucky to
notify the state fire marshal's office
immediately following an incident on
campus. The act was passed after a
fire in Hester College at Murray State
on Sept. 18, 1998, that resulted in the
death of one student, Michael Minger.
and the serious injury of another student, M ichael Priddy.
.
After the investigation of the University last month, Rep. Jim Wayne,
0-Lou isville, introduced a bill into
legislation defining "immediately" as
less than two hours after an incident
but no later than the last fire rescue
vehicle leaves the scene o f the incident. The bill passed on the floor of
the House Tuesday. Meredith said the
fire marshal's office is in support of
the amendme nt and looks forward to
it being pa~sed into law.
Public Safety Director David
DeVoss was unavai lable for com·
ment.

Nt!ws Editor Marci Owen contributed
to this story

Alexander Young, sophomore from Hopkinsville, performs a routine safety check of the flaps on a

Ces.~;na

172.

Story by lim Siniard • Photos by Karri Wurth

J ohn Hewlett, freshman from Murray, prepares for takeoff
at the M urray-Calloway County Airport. Hewlett has
logged 130 Oight hours during the past year.

M

urray State students
"It costs about $3,500 to receive the
yearn ing to experience instruction requi red to earn a FAA
the thrill of learning how license," Jirak said. ''The fee for enterto fly need only to look in their back ing the program does not have to be
yard for individualized training.
paid in advance and students may
T he Murray-Calloway County Air- choose to pay on an hourly basis."
port offers a flight instruction program
Students already have begun to parideally suited to the college student ticipate in the program.
because of its locality and conve"Currently we have about four stu·
dents from Murray State who attend
nience of payment options.
The local program features an indi- our flight program," Jirak said. "We
vidual as opposed to a group training already have had four students from
environment.
Murray State achieve their private
"Our program i~ tailored to the indi· license who are now flying on their
vidual student. allowing them to own."
Clint Weis, :.enior from Murray.
progress at their own speed," said
Ernie Jirak, veteran flight instructor at became involved in the program after
the Murray-Callaway County Airport. a visit to the local airport.
•·we offer a program that has training
"I was interested in earning my prifor private as well as commercial vate pilot license and went to the airport to find out if they offered flight
flight rating."
Most students involved in the pro- instruction." Weis said. "I have
gram are there to earn 't heir private already completed 12 flight hours and
license for recreational purposes.
· I am now ready to solo test."

Weis said students actually train on
a plane with an instructor and are not
required to log time on n flight simulator.
"All of my training has involved air
time," Weis said.
Students who want to enter the program need a valid photo ID nnd must
pass a flight physical.
"The examination is minor and consists of checking eyesight to make
sure that a student is fit to fly," Weis
said.
In addition, Weis said a written
eJCamination is included ns part ofthe
solo test.
Jirak said he wants Murray St~te
students lo know the local airport
offers flight training and invites them
to visit the facility anytime to sign up
(or the progmm.
_
Students wi ... hing to call first may
contact Ernie Jirak of the Murray-C-al·
loway County Airport at 489-2414.

Assembly restrains telemarketers with no-call list

BY TAYLOR MARIE EWING
AssiSTANT News EDITOR

Staning in July. businesses will be
restricted in their usc of telemarketing
thanks to a revised no-call law written
by Rep. Buddy Buckingham. (0-Murray).
House Bill47. which was signed by
Gov. Paul Panon la~t week and
approved unanimously by the House
two weeks ago, will force businesses to

consult a no-call list before telemarketing.
"The bill is a zero-call list and has
only four eltemptions," Buckingham
said. "If you're on the list, (a business)
can only call if you've given pennission, you have a previous relationship,
it's collectmg a debt or it's a businessto-business relationslup."
Buckingham said organizations can
obtain the no-call list from the Attorney
General, as well as on the Internet. He

~

--

said anyone who wants their name to
be added can join by caJling 1-800-

671-7701.
"If a business is attempting to do
telemarketing, it must abide by the no·
call law," Buckinghanl said. "If a person you want to call is on that list.. and
you don't meet the exemptions. then
you can't call.''
Buckingham said Kentucky ha'> had
a no-call law for .several years, but it
had too many exemptions to protect

against telemarketing.
"We had a previous no-call law, but
almost everyone was exempt." Buckingham said. "\\'hat 1did was take out
most of the exemptions."
Buckingham said ht: wrote lhe bill
because he received numerous complaints about telemarketing.
"(I wrote the bill) because the general public wa-; clamoring for it," Buck~
ingham said. "It had an approval rate of
90 percent"

Buckingham said even though the
bill only passed last week and will not
go into effect until July. it has already
received a tremendous response.
"People are signing up in droves,"
Buckingham said. "Since last week.
when the Governor signed lhe bill, at
least 20,000 people have signed up.
The Attorney Gener.U ha.,n't been able
to handle the number of calls.''
Buckingham c;aid Kentucky is not
lhe first 'tate to implement a strict no-

call law.
"We're one of about 30 states with
this kind of law," Buckingham said.
"And ours is a~ tOugh as any."
Buckingham said the new law aJso
will protect against out-of-state ~le·
marketer>. He said organiz.utions that
violate lhe law will be severely pen3Jized.
"The first two violations are misde-

see TELEMARKETERS /14
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Comction
- In the March 1 edition of "The
... News," it was written that
' Alpha Tau Omega President
J' David Perlow declined to com_.. ment on an issue, when in reali~ ty, an ATO representative could
~ not be reached.
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_Murray State Republicans
-:. to sponsor senator Q&A
l ...

.
~·
~ ...
!
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Murray
State's
College
Republicans will host a question-and-answer session with
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (RKy) from 2 to 3 p.m. March 25 in
the Curris Center dance lounge.
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: Mumly-Caloway Hospital
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adopts mammogram pad
In an effort to increase mammogram screening and relieve
the discomfort it causes, Murray-Callaway Hospital is introducing the Mammopad.
The Mammopad is a soft,
foam, radiolucent cushion that
is applied to the mammography
bucky and compression paddle.
It is designed for single use to
provide a sanitary surface that
is both warm and comfortable
to the patient.
For more information, phone
762-1383.

..: University to host pro&~ am
for parents of gifted kids
The Kentucky Advisory
Council for Gifted and Talented

Education, in collaboration with
Murray State's Center for Gifted
Studies, is sponsoring a Gifted
Parents Institute for parents of
gifted and talented children
from 8:30a.m. to 2 p.m. March
23 in Alexander Hall room 2216.
The institute program will
include information regarding
the identification of gifted students, gifted service options and
guidelines for gifted education.
The program is free, and those
attending will receive a complementary book on parenting the
gifted. For registration or more
information, contact Joy L.
Navan by phone at 762-2539 or
e-mail at
joy.navan@murraystate.edu.

Alexander Hall room 2204. The
book fair will bring books and
learning products to readers of
all ages from more than 150 publishers.
The Kentucky Education Association's student program is
sponsoring the event, which will
feature traditional children's
favorites and new works by popular authors and illustrators.
The fair is open to faculty,
staff, students and members of
the community.
For more information, phone
759-3997.

Ur.Mnlty lbnuy to display

student's published worb

KEA's student program
hosts Scholastic book fair

As part of Scholar's Week,
the Universities Libraries and
the Undergraduate Research
and Scholarly Activity Office,
want to create a display of
published or presented works
that include Murray State students as authors, co-authors,
exhibitors or performers.
Publications or presentations
should be at least at the regional level and should have
appeared over the last three
years.
Materials should be given to
URSA Director John Mateja by
March 27 in TRIO Building
room20.
The exhibit will be on display during April.

Scholastic Book Fairs is coming
to Murray State's College of Education from 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
March 27 - 29 and April 1 in

Campus Briejly is compiled by Taylor Marie Ewing, assistant news
editor.

Financial aid applications
are due for next semester
The priority filing date for
financial aid applications for the
2002-03 school year is April 1.
This date also applies to students
requesting financiaJ aid for fall
2002. Students should drop their
applications off at the Financial
Aid office. Applications may be
obtained at the Financial office or
on its homepage, www.murraystate.edu I secsv I financial I ind
ex.htm.
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•PoliceBeat
Thundar, March 7

SaturdaJ, March 9

8:20 a.m. Michael Gaston,
sophomore from Central
City, was charged with wanton endangerment at Elizabeth College.
8:30 a.m. Money was reported stolen from a fund-raiser
jar at Clark College. The incident was reported to Housing.
8:30 a.m. Money was reported stolen at Elizabeth College. The incident is under
investigation.
4:00 p.m. Jonathon Cardwell,
sophomor.e from Central
City, was charged with wanton endangerment at Elizabeth College.
9:28 p.m. A caller reported
several subjects threw eggs
out of a car window on College Farm Road. They were
gone upon arrival.

12:22 a.m. A caller reported a male
student in Hester College was having difficulty breathing. The subject was taken to the hospital.
2:01 a.m. Non-student Justin
Youngeblood was arrested for
possession of drug paraphernalia
on U.S. 641.
2:30 a.m. A caller reported a manhole cover was off in front of the
Fine Arts Building.
6:09 p.m. A verbal warning was
iss':.:ed for illegal use of blue lights
at Corvette Lanes.
8:36 p.m. A caller reported damage to his/her car at White College. A report was taken and the
incident is under investigation.
10:37 p.m. A caller reported an
individual entered Franklin College with an object that appeared
to be a shotgun. The subject said
he/she had a duck call, but not a
weapon.

Frida,, March 8

Sunday, March 10

1:27 a.m. An individual in
Hart College had alcohol in
his/her room. The incident
was referred to Housing for
disciplinary action.
8:23 a .m. A caller requested
assistance with a bird that
was trapped in the Mason
Hall computer lab .
5:55 p.m. A caller reported
that a black substance was
coming out of the sin~ in an
Elizabeth College bathroom.

12:03 a.m. A resident adviser
found a shotgun shell, which
appeared to have been run
over, at Franklin College.
3:06 p.m. A wasp's nest was
reported in the Blackburn Science Building computer lab.
4:22 p.m. The Murray Police
Department requested an
officer for a domestic situation a t Pier 1 Imports.
5:34 p.m. A caller reported a
group of juveniles were

harassing and video-taping
people outside of Waterfield
Library. They said they were
on their way home and were
asked to leave campus.

Monda,, March 11
10:05 a.m. A caller reported a
diabetic female passed out in
the Fine Arts Building.
10:09 a.m. A caller advised a
female subject appeared to be
unconscious in a vehicle close
to Hester College. The officer
reported she fell asleep
between classes.
7:01 p.m. A caller reported
students throwing firecrackers from the windows of
White College. A report was
taken and the incident is
under investigation.

Tuesda,, March 12
9:27 p.m. An officer was
requested for a verbal altercation between two people in
the Stewart Stadium parking
lot.
10:28 p.m. A subject in
Springer College reported her
sink was making noises.
Motorist Assists-6
Police Escorts-12

Police Beat is compiled by Taylor
assistant news editor.
All dispatched calls are not listed.

Marie Ewing,
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Think you got
what it takes?
The Murray State News is
now taking applications
for the Editor in Chief position for 2002-03 academic
year. Deadline is Tuesday,
March 26 at 5 p.m.
Interview time to be determined at a later date .
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University of Kentucky fires Ivy
before retirement announcement

Man escapes from jail In

•wor1d

Franklin, Neb., Sunday

LEXINGTON (AP) - Fonner University of Kentucky athletics director Lany Ivy, whose retirement
was announced last week amid a scathing review,
was given a tennination Jetter the day before,
according to documents.
In the letter, Todd said the dismissal was based
on "numerous violations" of Ivy's contract.
"which are serious individually, and when viewed
collectively leave me no choice but to take this
action." Todd's Jetter said he and lvy had discussed the specific violations in person.
The letter indicated that Ivy had been given a
chance to resign but had refused. prompting the
dismissal.
Todd's statement did not address whether he and
Ivy discussed a buyout of Ivy's contract, which
pays Ivy $192.500 this year and ran through 2005.

f"we vehicle pt1eup In LaGrange
results In one death, five injuries
LAGRANGE (AP) - One person was killed and
others injured in a five-vehicle traffic crash in the
south-bound lanes of Interstate 71 near LaGrange,
Oldham County police said.
Four tractor-trailer rigs and a pickup were
involved in the 5:30a.m. EST wreck. said officer
Tim Wakefield.
Both north- and south-bound lanes of 1-71
remained closed siJt hours later.
Authorities did not release the name of the
deceased.

Ft. Campbell soldiers remember
fallen aviator in memorial service
FORT CAMPBELL (AP) - A soldier from an
elite aviation regiment who died in battle in
Afghanistan was remembered Monday as an
adopted brother and a hero to his comrades.
Sgt. Philip J. Svitalc, of Joplin. Mo.• was among
seven U.S. soldiers killed March 4 while fighting
in eastern Afghanistan when al-Qaida and Taliban
fighters fired on troop-carrying helicopters.
A photo of Svitalc. 31. along with dog tags, combat boots and night vision goggles were on display
during the memorial held on the six-month
anniversary of the terrorist attacks that led to the
war in Afghanistan.
Seven soldiers honored Svitak with a 21-gun
salute and silence answered his ftnal roll call.
Svitak wac; an aircraft repairmen in the 2nCJ Battalion of the !60th, based at Fort Campbell, 50
miles north of Nashville, Tenn.
A funeral for Svitak is scheduled Thursday in his
hometown of Joplin, Mo.

3

FRANKLIN, Neb. (AP) ·Police are
searching for a man wbo escaped from
the Franklin County Jail over the
weekend.
Michael Oline, 35, broke out of the
jail about 11:30 p.m. Sunday after
apparently manipulating a locking system and then brealcing out a first-floor
window in the county courthouse,
Sheriff Jerry Archer said.
A van was stolen in Franklin around
the same time and was later found in
Kearney near where Oline·s girlfriend
has lived. Archer said.
Oline had been in jail since Feb. 19
on charges of drunken driving, willful
reckless driving, false reporting. resisting arrest and operating a motor vehi·
cle while resisting arrest

Rescue search continues
for sinile-englne plane
GRAND JUNCfiON. Colo. (AP)
The Civil Air Patrol searched Tuesday
for a missing single-engine airplane
with one person on board.
The pilot was reported overdue by a
family member. according to the Civil
Air Patrol.
The airplane left Kremmling Monday en route to Grand Junction.
No flight plan was filed. There were
no reports of an emergency locator signal, said Maj. Mike Spray of the Civil
Air Patrol.
Nine air patrol aircraft and 30 personnel were involved in the search.

Fire damages Air Force
headquarters building
BARKSDALE AIR FORCE
BASE, La. (AP) • A fire Tuesday damaged the 8th Aii Force headquarters
building at this northwestern Louisiana
base, home to the Air Force·s largest
Oeet of B-52 long-range bombers. The
cause was unknown.
Two ftrefighters suffered smoke
inhalation but no other injuries were
reponed, said Airman I st Class David
Jackson. a base spokesman.
The third noor and attic were heavily damaged, base officials said.

The building is always occupied, but
there were probably few people in it
when the fire broke out early Tuesday,
Jackson said. No weapons are stored in
the building. he said.
Capt. William Manley. an Air Foroe
spokesman, said the base was still I 00
percent operational.

Mother of 3-year-old boy
faces assault charges
JAMESTOWN. N.Y. (AP) • A
woman was accused of injuring her 3year-old son by attacbing jumper cable
clamps to his genitals.
The boy wasn't taken to a hospital
for at least three hours after the injury
on Sunday, police said. He later underwent surgery and was discharged.
His mother. Danielle Monroe, 22.
was charged with second-degree
assault and endangering the welfare of
a child. She was jailed without bail.
Monroe has two other children- a 2year-old boy and a 2-month-old daughter. All her children were being cared
for by county ch\ld-welfare services.
The newspaper quoted a fellow jail
inmate who said Monroe told her that
the boy had injured himself while playing with the cables.

Man to write apology
for biting state trooper
NORTH PLATIE. Neb. (AP) - A

.

Swedish documents
stolen from agent's car
STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP)
Classified security documents
that were stolen from an agent's
car while he went shopping in
December could compromise
Sweden's relations with another
country, the security police chief
said Tuesday.
The agent, who was not identified, left the documents in his
car as he went inside an electronics store on Dec. 3. When he
came back, someone had broken
into the car and stolen the documents and some of the agent's
'''working equipment." said Jan
Danielsson. head of Sweden's
security service.
The documents "contained
important information that
shouldn't have gone astray,"
Danielsson said, declining to be
more specific.
The agent is still working for
the agency, known as SAPO, but
faces criminal charges of carelessness and violating secrecy
laws in addition to possible disciplinary action pending an
internal investigation, Danielsson said.
Police had no suspects and the
agency had little hope of finding
the documents. Danielssoo said.

man accused of biting a State Patrol
trooper's hand was ordered to write an
¥Ology to the officer and spend 18
months on probation.
Roger W. Hengen. 64, also was sentenced Monday to 75 hours of community service and was ordered to pay
$838.38 in restitution for the trooper's
medical COSL'I.
Hengen's age and Jack of criminal
history did not warrant a jail sentence,
but the cowt had to react to his actions,
Lincoln County District Judge Jobn P.
Murphy said at the sentencing.
Hengen, a retired middle-school
math teacher, pleaded no contest in
January to third-degree assault and
resisting arrest
Hengen bit the trooper after a 5 112hour armed standoff at his home Jan.
28.2001.

Connander proposes
plan to allow escape
GARDEZ, Afghanistan (AP)
U.S. Special Forces troops urged
local residents Tuesday not to
offer shelter or supplies to enemy
fighters as Afghan fighters
zeroed in on the last ai-Qaida and
Taliban positions in the mountains of eastern Mghanistan.
But tensions emerged between
U.S. and some Afghan commanders who want to offer the holdouts a chance to surrender or
leave the area and spare further
bloodshed.
Throughout the day. high-flying U.S. B-1 bombers pounded
remaining al-Qaida and Taliban

positions on a ridgeline that U.S.
officers dubbed "the whale."
As the U.S. bombers flew
overhead, Afghan fighters
maneuvered tanks into position
for what commanders said would
be a final push to eradicate aiQaida fighters hunkered down
for a last stand.
Meanwhile. a U.S. Special
Forces delegation met Tuesday
with members of the Gardez
town council to enlist their help
in preventing Taliban and alQaida fugitives from receiving
food, supplies and shelter from
sympathetic local Afghans.
The U.S. delegation also urged
the council to convince local residents to tum in Taliban or alQaida fighters who manage to
escape the coalition onslaught in
the Shah-e-Kot area, according
to council chairman, Saifullah.

Cease-fire helps polio
vaccination campalan
KADUGLI, Sudan (AP) - Aid
workers used a U.S.-brokered
truce between Sudan's government and southern rebels to fan
out across south-central Sudan
on Tuesday to vaccinate 189,000
children in a campaign to eradicate polio.
Previous efforts to vaccinate
children in Sudan, Africa's
largest nation. were often disrupted by the 19-yearcivil war.
On Jan. 22, a truce went into
effect in the south-central Nuba
mountains, enabling more than
470 Sudanese health volunteers
on Tuesday to give the oral vaccine to 5-year-olds in a house-tohouse operation.
About 189,000 children are
targeted for vaccination in this
part of Sudan, while more than 5
million will be covered nationwide.

AlB hears findings

from lnvestlptlon
DUBLIN. Ireland (AP) • The
careers of senior banking execu-

tives were on the line Tuesday as
an American investigator presented his findings into the massive
fraud committed at the U.S. subsidiary of Allied Irish Banks PLC.
Eugene Ludwig, a former U.S.
Treasury Department banking
regulator, unveiled the results of
his monthlong probe into practices at Allfirst Bank of Baltimore, where a dismissed trader
bas been accused of concealing
$691.2 million in losses.
AlB
spokesman
Trevor
McEvoy said the two boards
would discuss Ludwig's findings
in private through Wednesday.
He said a summary of the original
report. along with actions to be
taken by the AlB board- including potential firings - might not
be made public until Thursday.

Israelis take control
of Palestinian city
RAMALLAH, West Bank
(AP)- As part of Israel's largest
military operation in two
decades, dozens of tanks took
command of the streets Tuesday
in the leading Palestinian city in
the West Bank and waged an
intense firefight in an overnight
raid on the Gaza Strip's biggest
refugee camp. At least 28 Palestinians were killed.
Seven Israelis were also
killed in a pair of shooting
attacks on motorists, including
six in a road ambush just inside
the border with Lebanon. The
shooting on Israel's previously
quiet northern frontier raised the
prospect of a new front in the
Mideast conflict
Israel began stepping up its
military operations against
Palestinian militants two weeks
ago after a series of deadly
attacks on Israeli civilians.
Since then, large numbers of
tanks and troops have charged
into six separate Palestinian
towns and refugee camps.

World Bri4ly is compiled by
Marci Owen, news editor.
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On April 5 The Murray State News wi ll publish a special section about jobs and internships for th~ students of Murray
State. As an advertiser you don't want to be left out. We are
expecting high readership for this edition, and want to offer
you, our advertisers, special rates!

Call the adverti si ng

department of The Murray State News at 762-4478 or contact your sales representative.

Tabloid Prices*
Full Page • $200
H alf Page • $1 00
Q uarter Page • $50
*25% Discount for contract advertisers, on campus organizations,
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Who you gonna call? Not us!
Our View
Issue:
KENTUCKY NOW
HASAN
ENFORCED

T

K

What actor or movie
do you think deserves
to win an Oscar?

NO-CALL LIST.

P OSITION:
THE NO-CALL
LIST WILL GRANT
STUDENTS AND
RESIDENTS
FREEDOM FROM
UNSOUCITED
TELEMARKETERS'
PHONE CALLS.

"Will Smith,
because he
was very
dedicated to
the role he
played."
IDAIUON KING

senior, L.ouisyln.

"'Ali.'
I haven't seen
it, but it looks
good."
JlMHY KIIU(

S6fllor, Aloha. Ora.

"'Black Hawk
Down.' It was
really
emotional,
and the actors
were hot!"
BoNNIE

SHrrH

ssnior, HopklllSvllle

"Will Smith,
because he is
the only one I
know that
has been
nominated."
NAH INSUWAN
graduate student, Th81l8nd

lenny Hilhn/The News
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"Hello, my name is (insert
name) from (insert company)
on behalf of (insert product).
We're offering a very good
(insert marketing hook) and
would like to verify that you
are still living at (insert
address). Our (insert product)
is the best option for you
because ..." CLICK.
Sometimes all a person can
do to stop the mad commercial ravings of a telemarketer
is hang up the phone, or never
answer it between the hours of
9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Until now. With the new
House Bill 47 signed by Gov.
Paul Patton last week, students wishing to be freed from
telemarketers' phone calls can
simply dial 1-800-671-7701
and be placed on a no-call list.
Hallelujah to Rep. Buddy
Buckingham (D-Murray) for
strengthening Kentucky's preexisting no-call law by taking
out the exemptions that previously allowed telemarketers
to bother residents.
Students also will benefit
'from the new law. There's no
reason for students to deal
with the extra hassle of tetemarketers, who often call during the afternoon when · students could conceivably be
studying.
Furthermore, why listen to

DO NOT GET ~\SCOURAG E.D MY
f ELLOW T E.LEMAR~E\ER S,

( £Nr\NU£

To 'BE .ANNOY\ ~ <i AS 'POSS\'aLE
D£.SP\\E. 1'\-\\S NE.W LAW !

marketing ploys from sales- no-call list last week after the
people who are often rude and Governor signed the bill
pushy and, for lack of a more proved there is a need and a
politically correct phrase, desire for this kind of control
refuse to shut up so receivers over telemarketers.
Businesses can still call rescan hang up the phone?
The 20.000 Kentuckians idents who have given conwho signed up to be on the sent to, have had a relation-

ship with or owe a bill to their
company.
But that's OK. Students may
not be able to escape credit
card company calls about
their debt, but they can avoid
being pestered by other companies to get new ones.

• YourOpinion
Murray's location makes shuHie
service dificulties ·unavoidable
To the Editor:
We in the Institute for International Studies would like to take this opportunity to
comment on Marianna· Chrysiliou's commentary in the March 1 issue regarding our
international student airport pick-up service.
All of us in international studies share
many of the sentiments surrounding the
issue of transportation to and from
Nashville's airport.
The more than two hours highway time it
takes one way is a hassle no matter how you
cut it. It is expensive and time-consuming
for all of us.
It is, however, one of the trade-offs necessary for those of us who choose to live,
work and study in a pleasant small town like
Murray, well removed from the bustle and
expense of urban centers.
The shuttle service Chrysiliou refers to is
scheduled four times a year, the most extensive at the beginning of each semester, and
the~e services last seven or eight days - not
just the two days she recounts.
The other two shuttles for those students
leaving at the end of each semester last
about three days each.
While. yes, Murray State has about 500
international students, only 150 students
take advantage of our shuttle service at any
peak time. On those infrequent occasions
when there are additional studenl'i beyond
daily shuttle capacity, we add a nightly dri·
ver or an additional day to the schedule.
AIJ shuttle service dates are advertised
well in advancl!. This allows students time
to plan their travel and take advantage of
low-cost advance airfare bookings.
While we have tried to organize shuttles
for Thanksgiving and Spring Break. low
numbers of students interested have made
the per-student price prohibitive.
Cost is clearly a factor in our capacity to
offer shuttle !.ervice. A common misunderstanding may be that students pay excessive
prices for this service. However. while orientation and shuttle fees partially cover
expenses, the pick-up seriice for fall and
spring alone costs the University well over
~14.000 more than what is collected
· from the students who use it.
For reasons of safety. we initiated professtonal staff dnvers this year. which has
increased the cost.
In reference to Chrysiliou's mention of
students being left "stranded for hours or
overnight" in Nashville. any student who
has made prior reservations (sometimes as
little as tive hours ahead of time) is met at
the airport as 1\00n as possible after arrival.
To do this during fall and spring pick-ups.
graduate 'itudent mentors are o;tationed full
time at an airport lodge, 24 hours per day.
Their job is to greet all incoming students
who have notified us of their arrival before-

hand at the airport. Students are met at the
first access point in the airport (now the
security checkpoint).
Any student who has reserved a seat on
the shuttle is made aware that he or she may
need to wait at a predetermined area in the
airport until a greeter is free to meet him or
her, as there are sometimes many studenlc;
arriving simultaneously on different flights .
Depending on the time of day. the student
is then either taken to the lodge where a hospitality room is reserved for rest and recuperation or asked to wait at the airport if the
shuttle is due within an hour or two.
Those students arriving after the shuttle's
scheduled departure time to Murray are
escorted to the same hotel and invited to
either pair up with someone else to defray
costs or to choose his or her own room.
On occasions when just a few arrive. students are allowed to stay in the hospitality
room without charge.
Those students who have not uiformed us
of their intent to use the shuttle are almost
always able to ride the shuttle without a
reservation. though their wait time at the
airport may be longer to accommodate those
who have reserved ftrst.
Everyone agrees that being met and
whisked away to Murray the moment of
arrival would be ideal, but this is neither
financially nor logistically possible.
Thus, trip times to Murray are scheduled
according to our past experience: the majority of students arrive in Nashville between I
and 5 p.m. daily. In the past year. the number of arrivals after 6 p.m. averaged fewer
than two per night.
The other factorthat is taken into account
with the shuttle's departure time is that new
students need help getting checked into
housing and to a shopping center once In
Murray.
The shuttle usually arrives on campus
between 8:30 and 9:30p.m. This allows students time to check into housing. do a quick
run to Wal-mart, and still be in bed by II
p.m .. dog tired. but safe.
In years past when the shuttle did not
leave for Murray until 8 p.m. or later. the
students were unable to occupy their rooms
until well after I a.m., which is a burden on
housing's capacity to accommodate them
and the new student's ability to make it to
orientation the following morning at 8 a.m.
In the case of end-of-semester drop-offs,
the shuttle to Nashville leaves at 8 a.m.
because the majority of departing connections for international flights leave
Nashville after noon.
Chrysiliou's wish that the shuttle come
and pick each student up at their individual
dorms or residences would be nice to be
able to manage, but would also add two
hours (and additional cost for the driver) to
the pick-up time. as many students live off
campus as well. with the end result of a later
arrival in Nashville.
Finally. safety is our ovl!rarching concern. That i~ why professional staff driver1o1

are used as a rule and not student drivers.
But even having these drivers make multiple runs between Nashville and Murray
day in and day out would be pushing our
luck. That is why one run per day, per driver. is scheduled, and no more.
On heavy days we schedule three drivers.
We try to stay clear of "midnight" runs
entirety, though I myself drove a van to pick
up about seven returning students from
Cyprus (Chrysiliou herself may recall this)
on a special run this pac;t August. and we
arrived in Murray about midnight.
All of us have experienced. and indeed
will continue to experience, the frustration
of this fact of life in an otherwise exceptionally safe and pleasant community like
Murray, where high-quality education is
provided at a bargain pnce.
Our goal is to continue to provide the best
shuttle service poo,sible. remaining mindful
that all of us in the international office have
to live with the inconvenience of an airport
more than two hours away. not just students.
Staff of the Institute for International Stud·
ies:
Michael Basile. director
Melanie McCallon, study abroad coordinator
Mark Galloway. international student adviser
Beth Murphy, international student adviser

Racer Food Service workers
need to walk In students' shoes
To the Editor:

I am writing in response to Michael
Miller's statements in his March 8 letter to
the editor in "The Murray State News."
Yes, food prices at Winslow Dining Hall
are too high for the quality and quantity of
food we are offered. I am a freshman. and as
a freshman living on campus. I am one of
the people required to have a meal plan.
Most of my meals go unused at the end of
the semester. as do the meals of many other
students, mainly because 1 cannot stomach
the same food from Winslow and Fast Track
EVERY week. I cannot afford to eat Domino's, Sunset Strips and Subway every week.
either.
I am not necessarily in favor of a contracted food service, solely because I do not
want Racer Food Service workers to lose
their jobs, but something should be done
about the food!
I think the problem is that Food Services
do not see us, the students. as paying customers, when that is exactly what we are.
If we were at a restaurant. we would not
receive the same quality or quantity of food
for $6.19. Food Service worker. should ask
themselves whether they would want to eat
Italian food and tacos EVERY Tuesday and
chicken strips and potatoes EVERY
Wednesday.

The answer, whether they will admit it or
not, is no. We are paying for this food, and
we should be treated as though we are paying for this food.
And another thing, why can't we use all
of our $6.19 at Fast Track? If someone eats
Fast Track everyday for a week (five days),
they have just given Food Services approximately $15.
I admit the food is not that bad, but there
is always room for improvement.
Miller. if you went to a restaurant and
were given three Winslow-sized chicken
strips, a scoop of mashed potatoes and a roll
for $6.19, would you be happy?
These are the types of questions Food
Service workers should ask themselves.
Miller extends an invitation to Richards: I
would like to extend one to him.
Miller needs to become a freshman here
at Murray State, live on campus, buy a meal
plan and see how happy he feels at the end
of every week, and at the end of the semtster when he realizes how much money he
has lost because he was tired of the food or
just could not get what he wanted, even
though he paid for it.
Keytonia Shepard
Freshman
Gallaway. Tenn.

Cigarette ads In 'The News'
send poor message to readers
To the Editor:
A co-worker and I, who both happen to
have children attending Murray State University, were reading "The Murray State
News" two weeks ago when we spotted an
advertisement for cigarettes within its
pages.
We are both ex-smokers and were amazed
that "The Murray State News" would run an
ad for a product known for its devastating
effects on users· heallhs.
We feel that no amount of money the
newspaper was paid for the ad is worth the
risk of one student's health or possibly
death.
Karen Martin
Lydie Boone
Owensboro residents

Write to Ul

"The Murray Stale News" welcomes commenlaries and letters to the editor. Letters
should be 300 wordS or fewer and mus& bo
signed. Contributors should include
addresses and phone numbers for verification. Please iru::lude hometown. classifacation, title or relaiionsbip to the University.
"The Murray Swe News" reserves the right
to edit for style. tengrh and conrent.
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Religious ideals spark .debate
Moral non-Christians Exclusive beliefs unjustly
will not enter heaven condemn different faiths
In My
Opinion

ADAM
MATHIS
"FoR ANYONE
WHO DOES
NOT BEUEVE
THAT,
THE B IBLE
HOLDS THAT
THE PERSON
WILL NOT

..

ENTER HEAVEN.
NO MATTER
HOW 'GOOD'
HE OR SHE WAS
IN TERMS OF
SOCIETY."

'

The question is one that has been
argued in religious circles across
the world: which religion is the
correct religion?
Where in years past the argument has revolved around the issue
of right and wrong, a "new" philosophical idea has assumed dominance at Murray State: the idea of
religious plurality.
Religious plurality, simply put,
is the belief that religions are correct for whomever they are practiced by, as long as it makes the
person happy. Thls ideology is
then used to label anyone who
stands on the older and firmer principle of right and wrong as a bigot.
This idea does not hold up to
practical debate. A quick comparison of Christianity and Islam
demonstrate the incompatibility of
the two religions.
Christianity holds that Jesus
Christ is the Son of God, and to
enter into heaven, you must accept
Christ as your Savior and follow
his teachings. Islam holds that
Muhammad is the Seal of Prophets
and one is to follow the Five Pillars of Islam. Obviously, Christ
cannot be the Son of God if
Muhammad is the Seal Prophet.
That is simply between two of
the five major world religions. To
compare all of the world religions
demonstrates many incompatible
philosophies.
Of the five major religions,
Christianity. Islam, Judaism, Hinduism and Buddhism, four have
exclusivist doctrines (Hinduism is
an inclusive religion). meaning
that they share incompatibilities on
the level of Christianity and Islam.
And let us not forger rhat atheism
contradicts alJ of them.
This consolidation of conflicting
religious doctrines stems from the
problem presented by apparently
"good" people. Many people, of
opposing religious views, admire
and respect the efforts of people
like Mohandas Gandhi and Mother
Theresa.
We look at these people and do
not wish to see them go to whatever v~rsion of hell you believe, sim-

ply because they did not conform
to proscribed religious laws.
The problem in that argument
lies in the fact that people use the
societal standard of good and not
the true example of good. The
societal concept of good stems
from popular belief and no real
religious doctrine. or a conglomerate thereof. As a Christian, I hold
that goodness is dictated by God.
though other religions would argue
that it comes from a different God.
Typically, the societal concept
of good is much less demanding
than the religious one. In this country, as long as one does not commit
heinous crimes, and few minor
ones, does not trample the emotions of his fellow man and seems
willing to help others, he or she is
deemed a good person.
Simply put, the B.ible reads that
if a person believes and follows the
words found within it. that person
shaU enter into heaven. For anyone
who does not believe that, the
Bible holds that the person will not
enter Heaven, no matter how
"good" he or she was in terms of
society. Nevertheless, Christians
should love them and make every
effort to stop that from happening.
ln closing, I wish to point out
that simply believing a religion,
even an exclusivist one, does not
make one a bigot or insensitive. It
is possible to accept the existence
of other religions, but believe that
they are incorrect. People tend to
confuse the words acceptance and
tolerance. I can tolerate, peacefully. the existence of other religions,
but I do not have to accept their
beliefs as being true.
As H.L. Mencken, taken from
Quoteland, put it, "We must
respect the other fellow's religion,
but only in rhe sense and to the
extent that we respect the theory
that his wife is beautiful and his
children smart."

Adam Mathis is a staff writer for
the "Murray State News."

Monday was the six-month anniversary of ' to spend eternity in misery for an offense as
Sept. 11, and since then we've heard countless minor as not knowing any differently?
There are so many "damned" non-Christians
rimes that the world has changed forever: howin places like Africa. India and China who are
ever. I am not convinced.
The events of Sept. 11 sparked nationalist starving to death. What chance do they have of
fervor, but left what would be an infinitely seeking out the "correct" path to God when
more constructive reaction all but non-existent. they are literally going blind from hunger?
These people have already been born into
In all of President Bush's speeches thereafter, it seems only his promises to drag evil- one hell, simply not growing up in a Christian
doers out of their caves was taken to heart. community should not condemn them to anothHowever, the speech I consider to be the most er. I've heard that life's not fair a thousand
profound and noteworthy wasn't concerned times before, but it never occurred to me that
the same goes for the afterlife.
with the war on terrorism.
Aside from rhose who are non-Christian
Rather, it solicited the nation to open its
mind to what it fears the most: that which is because of disparity and ignorance, there are
millions of educated and well·off Muslims,
different.
Although apprehension of Islamic funda- Jews, Buddhists, etc., who are genuinely good
mentalism left many Americans fearful of all and loving people.
T AYLOR M ARIE
Assuming Christianity is correct and all nonMuslims, it is important that those feelings are
EWING
not cultivated. In Bush's speech, he warned Christians are morally wrong, millions of good
against viewing Muslim-Americans as terror- people will be punished with eternal anguish
"A PERSON
for nothing more than citing the wrong source
ists as they were also victims of Sept. 11 .
However. I think. we should tak.e this senti- for their goodness.
SHOULDN'T TREAT
A person shouldn't rreat others kindly just
ment a step further. We should not only
OTHERS KINDLY
embrace Muslims in America, but those all because he or she is afraid of hell, but because
JUST BECAUSE HE over the world. We should not only open our it is the right thing to do. Neither should a perhearts and minds to Muslims, but to everyone son be kept from heaven for something as simOR SHE IS AFRAID
ple as calling God Allah.
different from us across the globe.
Exclusive religious ideals are not only danIt is simply not enough to tolerate the exisOF HELL, BUT
gerous and unjust. but they leave heaven looktence
of
people
from
other
religions.
To
smile
BECAUSE IT IS THE
and silently condemn someone with di fferent ing extremely homogeneous. If lsla~p is right.
RIGHT THING TO
beliefs because of religious exclusivity is as than paradise is predominantly Middle-eastern.
If Christianity is the one true reljgion. then
much a crime as open persecution.
DO. N EITHER
In the aftermath of Sept. II, it is dire that the heaven is filled with Western Europeans.
SHOULD A PERSON world finally put an end to both physical and Americans and few other:..
If you look at a map. you can literally see the
mental religious segregation. Unfortunately, in
BE KEPT FROM
the six months since the tragedy that united our line that divides the heaven and hell bound. as
HEAVEN FOR
nation. few minds have been opened and little it also divides the Easrern and Western hemispheres. And I don't believe that God sees that
has changed.
SOMETHING AS
Even on Murray State's campus, there are line.
SIMPLE AS CALLING
For all of the controversy this type of discusthose who continue to look at their neighbor
Goo A LLAH."
and believe he or she to be a moral deviant. sion evokes, people on both sides of the debate
This j udgment is based on neither experience would probably agree that Jesus wasn't out to
nor merit, but the fact that he or she has been become famous. He didn't die on the cross so
that 2.000 years later 12-year-olds could !'.port
taught to believe in something different.
Religious exclu:.ivity leads to intolerance, WW JD bracelets. He was trying to articulate a
and religious intolerance has led to more war. certain point so that all of our souls could be
saved.
death and anguish than any other sentiment.
To mentally separate ourselves as morally
Jesus said, "Love God and love each other."
good from the millions of non-Christians As long as you follow those ideals. it shouldn't
around the world is arrogant. dangerous and matter who you credit it to. A Hindu proverb
articulates this idea perfectly: "Many rivers
unacceptable.
After all, how can the billions of non-Chris- lead to the same ocean."
tians around the world be completely wrong
about God, and a small number of Christians
totally right?
Even if they are wrong. how is it fair for peo- Taylor Marie Ewing is the assi.ffallt news ediple who have never learned about Christianity tor for rhe "Murray State News. •·

In My
Opinion

Politics do affect students,
opinions need to develop
In My
Opinion

D ANIEL
BALLARD
" WHY ARE
WE SO AFRAID
TO TALK
ABOUT
SOMETHING
THAT IS SUCH
AN IMPORTANT
PART OF OUR
SOCIAL AND
ECONOMIC

LIVES?"

I have a problem. No one wants to talk
to me about what I love to talk. about the
most: politics.
Now, I would understand this if politics
was something completely off the waU
and had no bearing on our lives whatsoever, but this is not the case. Politics is
something that affects us all, no matter
what we may try to do to avoid it.
Why are we so afraid to talk about
something that is such an important part
of our social and economic lives? Why is
it that many scholars have predicted our
generation to be the most politically indifferent generation in American history?
Why have the people of the United States
developed an apathy for voting rivaled by
no other developed country in the world?
There are many plausible explanations
that I could argue are key reasons for our
generation's negligence toward politics.
but I will use just three for time's sake.
First. we are a conformist society. No
matter what people say, we hate to argue.
We hate anything that causes tension or
disagreement.
We have been taught to cooperate, and
that cooperation is the only way to
achieve our goals. Therefore, anything
that leads us to argue with others (including politics) is a bad thing, and should be
ignored.
Secondly. there has been too much televis ion in our lives. Like it or not. many of
our social views and habits have been
formed more by the ideas of Ross and
Rachel on "Friends." than the ideas of Jefferson, Locke and Plato.
Think about it: When was the last time
you heard an intelligent conversation taking place on "Friends" o r "Will and
Grace?"
Thirdly, the education system itself is
partly to blame for our indifference
toward politics and voting. I strongly feel
the current education system prevents free
and independent thought.
We are constantly taught what is the
''right" way to do things. We are virtually
programmed to behave one certain way

l

I

when a situation presents itself.
Facts and norms of behavior are poured
into our heads at an early age, but we do
not get a real chance to sort them out and
develop our own opinions of them. This
leads to our acquiescence to the status
quo.
We do not care who wins a presidential
election or how the government is acting
on a particular issue, as long as it does not
have a direct effect on our programmed
existence.
Apathy should not be tolerated when
dealing with politics and the act of voting.
We all have a vested interest in what goes
on in Frankfort and in Washington, D.C.
Don't believe me'! Well, I can quickly
name some government policies and programs that directly affect college students
today. The two most obvious are college
loans and taxes, and l won't go into detail
about those.
Have a friend in the School of Agriculture? The government spends billions of
dollars every year to ensure that American
farmers are able to stay afloat.
Have a friend. or are you yourself going
to be a teacher? Well. education in America is predominantly controlled by the
public sector, and .;o government ha!> control over a teacher's salary, insurance and
sometimes even the lesson plans.
I could go on and on, but the importance
of voting and having political opinions
has already become obvious.
Do not be afraid 1to talk about politics .
Buck the trend. Watch a little CNN every
now and then. Develop some of your own
ideas (not those of your parents) by
becoming knowledgeable of all sides of
the political arena.
Once you have done this. sit down and
talk to some of your friends about the current issues of the day. You just might be
surprised how invigorating the conversation can be.
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Da11iel Ballard is a senior political science major from Owensboro.
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- D rug sweep leads to 17 arrests
BY MARa OwEN
News EDITOR
The Murray Police Department's
• trash can is full after a narooc.ics sweep
· launched by the Tri-County Area Drug
' Task Force, the MPD and the Calloway
County Sheriff's Office produced 17
arrest~. one of which was a Murray State
'' srudent.
Jacob W. Mathis, freshman from
•~ Murray, wa-. arrested March 7 on the
'• charge of trafficking in manJuana with•in I ,!XXl yards of a school. a cla-.s D
c.'felony. lf convicted, Mathis faces one to
live years in the state penitentiary.
Mathis has been released on a property bond and has an arraignment scheduled for 9 a.m. March 25 in the Calloway County Circuit Court.
I
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Safety concerns
halt
.
Hopkinsville opening

Kendley, Charlotte Bray and KeMeth
Jackson, all of Murray. trafficking of a
controlled substance, crack cocaine, second offense; Kendley. persistent felony
BY LOREE STARK
regarding the continued goal of openoffender.
EDITOR IN CHIEF
ing the Hopkinsville facility.
Robert West and Nick Abbott, both of
Rollins said he could not comment on
Alexander said although any "addihow the Wldercover operations were Murray, trafficking of a controlled subMurray State President F. King tiona! resources" have not been lost
conducted because it could possibly stance within 1,000 yards of a school.
Aleunder said the University's because of the delay, the University
Phyllis Webb, of Murray, four counts extended campus in Hopkinsville has has lost potential new students that
jeopardize future operations.
"... we ~ going to continue to do of trafficking of a controlled substance, not yet opened because of safety con- could have been gained from the new
undercover operations," Rollim said.
crack cocaine.
·
cerns regarding the construction of a facility in the past year.
William Hornbuckle. Kim Cokolow classroom building. The building ill
According to the press release, other
"When they do these kinds of things,
arrestS in the sweep included the follow- and Steve Barnett. all of Murray, three currently being constructed by CB&S and push way beyond when their coming:
counts of trafficking of a controlled sub- Construction Co.. a company b~ed out pletion date is supposed to be. there are
Troy Peny, Marcellous Foster and stance. crack cocaine; Hornbuckle. per- of West Somerset
contractual agreements with many
James Hines. all of Murray, two coimts sistent felony offender.
"It wasn't a'i safe as we thought it construction firms about liquidation
Holly Cherty, of Murray, trafficking should be," Alexander said. "We made damages," Alexander said. ''Right
of trafficking of a controlled substance,
crack oocaine; Foster, peaistent felony of a controlled substance, metham- them (CB&S) go back and reinforce now. we want the building fixed, we
phetimi.ne. and Ralph Beach, of Murray. the building with steel beams."
offender.
want it fixed and completed as soon as
David Reed, Ronnie Triplett, Marteze manufacturing methamphetimine.
The campus, which was scheduled possible, and then we'll assess whether
to open before cla'ises began last or not we're going to recuperate liquisemester, is now bCheduled to open dated damages on the long delay that
May 6.
has occutttd l>irn:e. They've got a job
"We've turned up the heat on them to do, and tt hasn't been completed
IFC will vote whether to accept them on an individ- ... we certainly want that facility open yet"
lea~t ten members or potential members of a nationfor summer school," Alexander said.
Alexander speculated liquidation
al fraternity to be considered a "colony." Once a ual basis.
"If
not,
at
the
very,
very
latest,
we
want
damages
could amount to approxi·
''That resolution was for the IFC to take an aggrescolony. they may then submit a letter to IFC presiit
open
in
August
for
fall
classes."
mately
$180
a day.
dent Daniel Ballard requesting chartered status.
sive stance toward recruiting new fraternities,"
Alexander said he was worried about
Alexander said if CB&S did not
If all of the IFC constitution's criteria ~ met. the Wright said. "This is a public instiwtioo, however,
a lack of discussion regarding the meet the scheduled date for opening,
IFC will vote whether or not to accept that colony as and any fraternity is allowed to be on campus as long extended campus's safety concerns.
other actions are possible.
as they're not violating any laws. It would be benefia chartered member.
"It was unsafe la<>t fall. but we've
"One (option) is to contract someone
IFC social chair John Wright introduced an expan- cial, though. for them to have tho support of the IFC." had to force the contractors ... to be else to finish the building and then go
"These two groups ~ interested now," Wright concerned about our standards of con- after liquidated damages," Alexander
sion resolution to the lFC earlier this month. The resolution would allow the IFC to actively pursue added. "And I think it's totally beneficial for our sys- struction quality."
. said. "Right now, ... we want (the facilpotential chapters to join. However, member frater- tem if we nlake them a part of our organization."
Aiexander said the construction ity) up and running. We want classes to
nities voted last week against aggressively pursuing
IFC president Daniel Ballard said although the company has accepted fault for the meet, we want students learning in that
possible chapters. This does not mean that new fra- vote was against expansion, incoming organizations construction errors and Untve~tty offi. facility. faculty teaching in that faciliternities will be denied entry into the IFC, but that the will be looked at on an individual ba'lis.
cials have been "pretty insistent" ty, and that's our primary objective."

According to an MPD pres.'> release,
the sweep consisted of approximately
25 narcotic charges, all in the form of
sealed grand jury indictments.
MPD Detective Captain Eddie
Rollins said the indictments were the
result of undercover operations that
were conducted during the past months,
and there are ~till arrests to be made in
thi:. particular sweep.
"We still have (people) that we have
grand jury indicnnents on that we have
not arrested at this time," Rollins said.
According to the grand jury indictment on Mathis. the trafficking offense
was committed in August Rollins said many factors delay
arrests m large-scale undercover operations such as this one.
"One reason is because we often have

f
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to use confidential informants from time
to time to do lhese types of operations,"
Rollins said. "A lot of times, it's because
that informant is still woddng. It's really for safety purposes."

~ Interfraternity Council may include two new fraternities
SEVERO A VILA
STAFF WRITER

, Despite a vote against expansion; Murray State's
Interfraternity Council may welcome two new fraternities in the near furure.
Two fraternities, Phi Kappa ~au and Kappa Alpha.
are represented at other schools, but not at Murray
State, are in the process of gathering members and
• will lobby to be granted a place in MWTny State' s
lFC.
Affiliates of these fraternities have expressed an
interest in becoming a member of the IFC but must
• first fulfill certain criteria. They must fiTSt have at

You Purchase When You Show
Your current Racer card.

Murray State Student Named
KIPA Journalist of the Year

I
I

Staff members of The Murray State News won 51 awards at the Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association,s annual convention. ·

I

I·

I

The top award of the convention, Journalist of the Year, went to Ryan Brooks of Las Vegas. Brooks is associate editor of The Murray State News. The Journalist of the Year
award is given to the person receiving the most points in KIPA awards competition, which includes news, photography, design, and advertising design categories.
Brooks received ftrst place awards in advertising design and house ad; second place in front page design. feature page design and feature photo; third in best
special section, news photo and photo essay; and an honorable mention in sports page design.

I
I

Other awards received by staff members of the student newspaper include:
Severo Avila. Belize. honorable mention in general interest column: Jason Billingsley. Buncombe, lll., first in news story; second in sports feature story; honorable mention in

I

l
..
I

I

..•
..
I

•...
I

•

personality profile. sports game story; honorable mention in sports page design; Emily Black, Benton, honorable mention in feature story; honorable mention in feature page
design; Rob Brown, Murray. honorable mention for infonnational graphic; Erin Bruner, Maceo. honorable mention for advertising design; Joanna Conklin, Elizabethtown,
second in advertising art; honorable mention in advertising design and house ad; Laura Deaton. Lexington, first in advertising campaign; second in photo essay and copy
editing; third in original illustration; Seth Frank, Bowling Green, second in web home page and overall web design; Scott Gibson, Taylorsville. third in reviews; Kristin Hill,
Louisville, third in personality profile; Chris Jung. Lousville, third in sports column; Justin McGill, Cadiz, first in informational graphic: second place in sports news story;
honorable mention in sports game story: Marci Owen. Hopkinsville, second in continuing news; honorable mention in feature story; honorable mention in investigative reporting; Robert Pieroni, Marion, Ill .. first in informational graphic; second in advertising design, house ad; Erin Richards, Ellisville, Mo., first in opinion pages: second in news
story: third place in editorials: Chris Schweizer, Hopkinsville, first in comic strip; Darin Shock, Owensboro. first in editorial cartoon; Loree Stark, Paducah, first in news
story. advertising campaign: second in general interest column, sports news story; Lisa Wheat. Charlevoix, Mich., fi rst in feature profi le: second in continuing news;
honorable mention in news analysis and special reports.

The staff was honored with second place in overall design.
Joe Hed ges, adviser to The Murray State News completed
h is fifth year as executive secretary of KIPA.
t

.."

Ryan Brooks.
KIPA J ournalist
of the Year
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Speaker addresses homosexuality, Christianity
BY SEVERO AVILA
STAFF WRITER

Rev. Lillian R. Ferguson from Paducah's
Metropolitan Community Church ~poke at a
public forum concerning homosexuality and
its place in Christianity in the Curris Center
on March 7.
The forum, titled "Free to be Lesbian/Gay:
A brief look. at the Bible and Homosexuality," was jointly sponsored by Alliance, Murray State's gay and lesbian organization, and
The Unitarian Universalists, an organization
on campus that promotes religious di~rsity.
The discussion was intended to enlighten
students about common myths and miscon-

ceptions regarding homosexuality and Christianity.
Michelle Barber, president of Alliance,
said the purpose of the discussion was to give
affirmation to anyone that needed it- affirmation that God loves everyone.
"We invited Reve!l=nd Ferguson so that our
members could get an affuming message,''
Barber said. "Every day we deal with groups
that are always attacking us. It's nice to have
someone from the religious community, with
a deep faith, to say God does love you."
Ferguson opened her discussion with a
short prayer for guidance and understanding,
then spoke about several misconceptions and
misunderstandings that modem readers

derive from the Bible.
One issue Ferguson discussed was the use
of the words "malakee" and "arsenoketeh" in
the Bible. The meanings of the words, she
said. have traditionally been assumed to refer
to homosexual people. Their exact translations, like those of some surrounding words.
are not precisely known. Ferguson banded
out a list of passages from the Bible, from
Genesis to Leviticus, that may have been
misinterpreted or misunderstood.
Her point.. however, was not to dispute the
meanings of scriprures, but to reinforce the
notion that homosexuality is not a sin and that
God loves all his people.
A small group f!om the Murray Christian

Fellowship attended the discussion, and disagreed with some aspects of what FerguBrian Baldwin, Campus Minister for MCF, son said.
voiced his opinion of some points made by
"I feel she was well prepared," Baldwin
the minister. He refuted' a point Ferguson said. "Of course, 1 have some philosophical
made about the Bible stating some Roman and theological disagreements with her
results, but I felt that she had some good
centurions were "weak."
They debated over whether the word things to say as far as the way people who
''weak" meant weak of character or the disagree need to approach each other."
receiving person in a homosexual act.
Ferguson said she enjoyed the discussion
The purpose of the discussion was not to and is open to any other invitation to speak to
argue, however, and Ferguson quickly turned students again.
the floor over to those in attendance who had
"I think the discussion was fairly good, and
questions or comments. Participants offered who needed to hear, heard." she said. "I have
. no problem with opposing points of view if
anecdotes and personal experiences.
After the forum, Baldwin said he encour- they are discussed in a healthy way. If I' m
aged the idea of open discussion, but also invited again, I will definitely be here."

University students present research results to lawmakers
BY TIM SINIARO
STAFF WRITER

Ten of Murray State's best and
brightest students were at the state
capitol in January to present results of
their research projects to state lawmalcers.
Posters-At-The-Capitol. an event
hosted by Murray State's Undergraduate Research and Scholarly Activity
Office (URSA), was the culmination
of up to two years of meticulous
research performed by Murray State
undergraduates as well as students
from five other universities.
The URSA project, launched in

1999, resulted when the Howard
Hughes Medical Research Institute
invited MWTay State to fonnulate an
undergraduaie program for students
wishing to participate in research. The
high number of Murray State alumni
moving on to doctoral studies prompt·
ed the Hughes Institute to provide $1.5
million in funding for the program.
"The program allows an undergraduate to perform at the level of a graduate student." said John Mateja, director of URSA and creator of the
Posters-At-The-Capitol event. ••we
want to capture their imaginations and
help them prepare for graduate studies
early."

He added that most of the students
involved move on to earn a master's or
doctorate degree.
Students who participated in the
presentation at Frankfort were: Adam
R. Farley, Nicole Shelton, Amanda
Crook. Terry D. Ray, Patrick Kaufman, Jeffrey Dale Coppage, Andrea
Tanner, Stephen Compton. Lee Webb
and Tun B. Followell.
Murray State senior and project participant Terry D. Ray said the state
legislators were surprised to learn that
academic research was conducted here
at Murray State.
"No one realized the important
research we are doing here, but they

do now," Ray said. "l interviewed
with Clemson University's graduate
school, and they were very impressed
that I had worked on that type of project. 1 know that my experience gave
me an advantage over other applicants. Now I know what to expect
when I start graduate school next

year."
Ray's study, which lasted about
one-and-a-half years. centered on
measuring the effects of oxygen and
nutrients on the fluctuating water levels of Kentucky Lake reservoir.
"I had a wonderful experience
working on my project.." Ray said. "I
was able to work closely with my

etuen jfoob :lllarket.

sponsor, George Kipphut.., professor of
biological and geological sciences. I
don't think I would have received that
kind of assistance in grilduate school..

hours a week on the two-year project.
said his research experience helped
him gain acceptance to both the University of Kentucky and University of
Louisville dental schools.
Robert F. Volp, professor of chem·
Stressing the imponance of underisay. s~ Timothy B. FolloweD graduate research, Mateja said stuand found the experience to be vecy dents wanting to pursue higher educarewarding.
tion need to think about how they are
"I enjoyed working one~-ooe and different from other graduates comobserving his (Followell's) academic peting for the same openings.
development," Volp said "I appreci"This program sets you apart,"
ated the opportunity to be able to do Mateja said. "Working on an undermore than lecture and give tests. In graduate research project can make a
this case. I was able to wort closely student a more attractive candidate to
with a student and be a guide."
a graduate school, and that is a definite
Followell, who worked sev~ral advantage for the student"
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Relax in Hawaii and be back to
class in ohe hour!
Yes, you'll think you're suddenly on the Hawaiian Islands of Oahu, Maui, or Kawai
with your first visit to the new Body Haven Therapeutic Massage Center of Murray.
The beautiful tropical-themed center is open with three certified therapists whose only
job is to give you the.best massage. So, you will never have to
be behind spa or beauty shop customers.

VIDEO SUPER
STORE .

To book your 15 minute, 30 minute, or one hour
(Best Value) massage, visit or call Sbelia or
Margaret at 767-0045.

Many of your favorite classics and new releases!

• Over 2,000 DVD's in stock!
• New arrivals weekly.
3 Movies for 2 nights at $7.50
Bring t he ad and receive $1 off
• 714 N . l·lth S t.

753-7670

I. Offe r Ex pir es 03 /29/0 l I.

·-----------------------------·
OCPenney Shopping Center)

Past Lowe's on 121 North at Country Square • Murray
P.S. • Beautiful Valentine's Day Gift Certificates Available NOW!

VIDEO GOLD
(B~hi.-.c:l

Lo a n s On A nything Of Valu~
We Tote The Note Auto Sales
Trucks • Guns • Knives • 1V's
Stereos • Musical Equipment • ]e

ps • Baseball Cards • Antiques • VCR's
Home Stereos • Microwaves • Camcorders
Do~m

Refrigerators • Miscellaneous

713 S. 12 ST. MURRAY, KY 42071
Hours: 9:30a .m. - 7:30p.m.

l-l~rc:let~E»)

• THOUSANDS OF DVDs & VIDEO GAMES •
• RENT ANY 3 ITEMS FOR 2 DAYS FOR $7.95 •
• HUNDREDS OF VHS FOR .S ALE •
• BUY ANY 2 VHS AND GET ONE FOR FREE •
• WE SELL USED DVDs a GAMES •

IWI!iU T.A.NNIN& !iPECI.A.L
.15 VISITS ••••••• •••••••••••• •••••••••••• •••••• $30
1 MONTH UNLIMITED......................$30
25% DISCOUNT ON ALL LOTIONS
OPEN LATE 365 DAYS A YEAR TAN TIL' 9:30

759-4944
1206 CHESTNUT ST. • MURRAY

College Life
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This Week

BEST ACTRESS:

:a:=... FA-=..~

_____
____ __

Halle Berry, M onster's Ball
~------------+-------------~-------------r------------~
Sissy Spacek, In the Bedroom .,._
Nicole Kidman, Moulin Rouge
Renee Zellweger, Bridget Jones's Diary
Judi Deneb , Iris
_.
._
_.
~

BEST ACTOR:
•Spring Break
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•RecitalSenior
recital, 6:30 p.m.,
Performing Arts Hall.
Free admission.

• safurda,
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__ ____ ____
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Loree: Nicole Kidman. A woman who can confidmtly strut
around in early 20th century hootchie gear and sing distorted pop
standards in lieu of spoken dialogue gets my vote for best actress.
Kidman's portrayal of Satine took her to physical and professional
territory previously uncharted by the actress.
Emily: Renee Zellweger. She gained 30 pounds, developed an
English accent and captured the hearts of singletons and smug
mtrrleds alike with her best performance tO date.

_____

Russell Crowe, A Beautiful Mind .,._

Lo~: Russell Crowe. Despite Crowe's seeming lack of interest
in just about anything good or morally just, he is ... sigh ... a
pretty amazing actor. Crowe's portrayal of real-life mathemeticiao
John Forbes Nash, Jr. painted a convincing portrait of a man
whose uodmiabJe brilliance is ov~h.adowed by a mental
tug-of-war ~n reality and schizophrenia.
Sootr: Will Smith. I've scm actual footage of Muhammad All
~---------L---------~---------~---------J I've seen the movie Ali. Will Smirh IS Muhammad Ali.

Tom W ilkinson, In the Bedroom
.,_____-+-------+---------Will Smith, Ali
Denzel Washington, Training Day
Sean Penn, I am Sam

BEST DIRECTOR:

.

Ron H oward, A Beautiful Mind
Robert Altman, Gosford Park ~----+---David Lynch, Mulholland Drive
----+---~
Peter Jackson, The Fellowship of the Ring
Ridley Scott, Blackhawk D own
_________.
~--------~----------._

Th e Fellowship of the Ring
In the Bedroom
A Beautiful M ind
M oulin Rouge
Gosford Park

•Spring Break

Scott': The FeUowship of the Ring. Peter Jack5on's vision of
J.R.R. Tolkim's world of Hobbits and Elves is absolutely stunning.
By taking the cameras to h.is native New Zealand, Jac:kson has
r----------+~--------+----------+--------~
captUred one of fiction's greatest works on film .
· Kyser: Moulin Rou~ The only part of this movie J watched was
the first 10 minutes, but it was really cool. Also, I have listened to
the
soundtrack a Jot and there is some good music on it.
._
_.

.....---------+---------. . . ---------+---------__________ ________ ________
~--------_.

closest to the stage on the lower and upper levels, Hansen said. Originally, the seats were not
available to the public. There were many
The public wants them. So it is going to get requests after the regular seats sold out, and
the SGA decided to sell the obstructed view
them.
The Student Government Association seats.
recently opened the sale of what it calls
"We are not sure if the view will actually be
"obstructed view" seats for the Nelly concert . blocked until the day of the concert when they
on March 25 after public request.
set up the stage,'' Wells said.
"Obstructed view seats are where we think
There is a chance the view will actually be
that the concert setup will block the view of clear, or that it will only be partially obstructthe stage," SGA Vice President Billy Hansen ed, Wells said.
said.
As for regular ticket sales, SGA Concert
Emily Wells, junior from Georgetown, said Chair Chad Price said they have completely
there will be around I ,000 obstructed view sold out.
seats that will or have already been sold to the
"We sold out the regular .seats, now all we
public,
have left are 50 or less tickets in the obstructThe obstructed view seats are the sections ed view seats," Price said.
STAFF WRITER

•Spring Break

~

SGA sells obstructed view tjckets for .Nelly
BY KYSER LOUGH

• tuesda,

~

BEST PICTURE:

•Spring Break

'• monda,

________

Emily: Peter Jaclaon. Although I believe anyone in this category
is 01car-worthy, Jackson made dle-hard Tolkien fans and outsiders
happy with his vision of·The Lord of the Rings.
Kyser: Ron Howard. Alright, this guy was on "Happy Days." So
how cool is it that be has come aU the way to directing big movies?
1 find 1t prt.>tty impressive, and it shows that he has been around
and knows what he is doing.

Overall, there have been around 7.1 00 total
tickets sold, Hansen said.
"It's the most people that have ever been in
RSEC for an event," he said.
The concert is considered a sell out because
only the obstructed view tickets are left. •
"Ticket sales have gone extremely well,"
Wells said. "It's a lot better than we expected."
In addition to announcing the new ticket
sales, SGA also revealed one of the three
opening bands, CORE PROjECT.
"The band was conttacted through Nelly,"
Price said. "They just told us recently that they
would be opening."
CORE PROjECT is a seven-member band
based out of St. Louis. According to its Web
site. www .coreproject.net, the band is "... an
amalgamation of heavy hip-hop beats, synco-

pated funk rhythms, and jazzy blues riffs fused
with raw urban poetry."
The band has been around for less than a
year, but has already opened for bands such as
The Crystal Method, Kid Koala and The Urge.
CORE PROjECT has mostly played in the St.
Louis area. but is now touring and also will
open for Nelly when he plays at Southern lliinois University on March 29.
The band has self-released one album,
"United," and is currently working on its second album.
SGA has not yet been informed whom the
other two opening acts will be, but will know
prior to the actual event.
Nelly and CORE PROJECT will perform at
the Regional Special Events Center at 8 p.m.
•
on March 25 .

'Everyone's A Critic' gives new light to classic movies
BY SCOTT GIBSON
ASSISTANT COUEGE liFE EDITOR

• wednesday
•Spring Break

'

Everyone is a critic. Really . However, the
three creators of MSU-TV 11 ' s newest show.
"Everyone's A Critic,'' are not out to wade
through the good and the bad of modern cinema.
"Everyone's A Critic" is a weekly show on
which the co-hosts critique fou r classic
movies from the same genre. Genres range
from screwball comedy to film noir to adventure.
The idea for the show originated last summer when co-host Charles Taylor, senior
from Murray, began watching classic movies.

"J just wanted to do something productive
before l graduated," Charles said. "I got the
concept for each show. and then we started
shooting about two or three weeks ago."
Charles's co-hosts are his· brother, John
Taylor, sophomore from Puryear. Tenn. , and
Jonathan Sircy, junior from Paducah. The
show is produced solely by the three. All
three are in charge of scripting, while Charles
handles camera work and editing.
"Charles does a lot of behind-the-scenes
work," Sircy said. "John and I basically show
up and do our thing."
The concept of the show is to open people
up to the idea that simply because movies are
in black and white, it does not mean they are

bad or uninteresting. ·
"We just want to show people that these
movies shouldn't be discriminated 'a gainst
because they' re 50-years-old,'' Sircy said.
Sircy said the show can be very educational to those who know little about classic
movies. He also said be and his co-hosts like
to have fun working on the show. It is not
about getting academic and artsy, Sircy said.
"(The screwball-comedy show airing
tonight) I think was our best show thus far,''
Sircy said. '"There was a little controversy on
the set while we were filming it. Not everybody liked the films we picked. fl was a nice
deviation from the norm."
Although the show revolves around classic

movies from the early 1900s. the idea for
reviewing modern classics is being discussed,
Charles said.
"It's tempting. but the thing that appeals to
me is the amount of creativity that went into
making the older. films," Sircy said.
"Although they deal wilh adult themes, the
older films had to work around things like sex
and violence. Things are not subtle anymore.
There' s no censorship. T hat subtlety is what
makes those films absolutely terrific."
"Everyone's A Critic" airs at 6 p.m. Thursdays on channel 11 . Reruns are at 6 p.m.
Mondays. Many of the films reviewed on the
show are available for check-out at Waterfield Library.
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TopFive
•

• mUSIC
1. Alanis Morissette- "Under
Rug Swept"
2. Various Artists - "0 Brother, Where Art Thou?" Soundtrack
3. Kylie Minogue - "Fever"
4. Alicia Keys - "Songs In A
Minor"
5. Linkin Park - "(Hybrid
Theory)"
Source: Associated Press

•movies
1. The Time Machine
Starring Guy Pearce
2. We Were Soldiers
Starring Mel Gibson
3. All About The Benjamins
Starring Ice Cube and Mike
Epps
4. 40 Days and 40 Nights
Starring Josh Hartnett
.
5. J ohnQ
Starring Denzel Washington
Source: Associated Press

•books
1. John Grisham - '.'The Summons"
2. Iris Johansen - "Final Target"
3. J ohn Grisham- "A Painted
House"
4. Phillip C. McGraw - "Self
Matters'
5. Danielle Steel - "The Cottage"

Spring Break offers options
If you didn't have the time or money to plan an

elaborate Spring Break trip to Florida, Cancun or
anywhere else with sand and sun. take a day trip
and visit one of these five cities that you can get to
in five hours or less.

.........

If you want to get some quick music education.
visit Memphis, the birthplace of _rock 'n' roll.
Take a tour of Graceland, the home of Elvis Pres·
ley. or visit Sun Studio where Roy Orbison, Johnny Cash, Jerry Lee Lewis and Elvis got their start.
If you would rather hear some live music. then
head down to Beale Street and check out the
restaurants and bars such as Blues City. Elvis
Presley's Memphis, The New Daisy or O'Sullivan's.
Even if you are not into music, Memphis still
has other interesting attractions such as the Pyra·
mid, the Memphis Botanic Garden, the National
Civil Rights Museum or the Pink Palace Museum.
a replica of the fi rst Piggly Wiggly.
For more information on Memphis, visi t
www.ci.Memphis.tn.us.

Nahvllt
If you are not into rock 'n' roll, then check out
country's Music City, Nashville. Visit the Bluebird Cafe to see where many top country anists
got their start, and then head to the Grand Ole
Opry to see where they perform now.
If country music is not your thing. then check
out some of Nashville's other auractions such IL\
the Nashville Zoo or N~hviUe Predator's hockey.
· For more information on Nashville, visit
www.nashville.citysearch.com.

www.virtualstapler.com

If you have a deep affection for
staplers, then check out this
Web site for stapler poetry,
model descriptions and stapler
action movies.

..

St. louis
Although St. Louis i!i best known for the Arch.
Si)( Flags and Busch Stadium. the city also ha.;
many other attractions to offer such as the American Kennel Club Museum of the Dog. the International Bowling Museum Hall of Fame and the
Butterfly House. where thousands of bunertlies
fly in free form.
St. Louis is also home to the Bigfoot 4)(4 Inc.
Museum, where visitors can trace the 20-year his·
tory of the monster truck, and Dental Health Theatre. which features a display 16 three feet fiberglass teeth.
For more information on St. Louis, visit
www .explorestlouis.com.

BY KYSER LOUGH
STAFF WRITER

Cracker, a band that plays outside
the box, has released its ftfth studio
album after four years.
Between the 1998 release of
"Gentleman's Blues" and 2002's
"Forever." Cracker has put out a
greatest-hits album and a live concert CD. However, its latest studio
album was well worth the wait.
Cracker keeps its music diverse
on ''Forever," .as. it ventures into
many styles. The band traditionally
plays mellow. but likes to break
form by testing other genres, including hints of country, Beck-style
techno, rock and even a bit of

freestyle rap. The final song on the
CD, "What You're Missing." allows
every member to have a shot at rappmg out how he feels about being in
the band.
Cracker's listed influences include
the Flashdance soundtrack, Lambchop and Bob Dylan, which shows
how diverse the band likes to play.
The track "Brides Of Neptune''
starts the CD with the characteristic
mellow feel. That feelts periodically
broken up with harder-sounding
songs throughout the disc. The ~oft.
smooth style of Cracker is prominent
throughout the album. lntluences
from The Counting Crows. Jane's
Addiction and Tom Petty are easily
heard in Cracker's songs.

So you crammed all week,
took that last test and collapsed in a tired heap in your
dorm room. Don't let your
weekend suffer. All you need
is semi-reliable transporta.:
tion, gas money and the sheer;
unadulterated will to have a
good time ...
Main Street Youth Center Check out local bands Fine
Print Image and Tom
Between at 7 p.m. Friday at
the Main Street Youth Center.
Admission is free.

l exlnp
Lexington may be the home of the Kemucky
Wildcats and Rupp Arena. but the city also hac;
many surrounding attractions. Learn all you
would ever want to know about horses at the Kentucky Horse Park or check out the floral Clock,
which is made up of 20,000 plants, on the grounds
of the Kentucky State Capitol in Frankfort.
For more information on Lexington, visit
www. visitlex.com.
loumille
Visit Louisville and see what the city has to
offer other than the Kentucky Derby. Check out
the Louisville Zoo, Otter Creek Park and the
Louisville Slugger Museum, or walk around town
and try to tind the latest installment in the "Flock
of Fins" an exhibit.
If you can get out of town right uway. then leave
Friday and check out Mayor Armsttong's St.

Road Trip

• around town

•1 hour drive

explore$tlouis.com

Paducah - Head downtown
and check out Halle Berry's
perforOscar-nominated
mance in "Monster's Ball."
Showtimes are 7 and 9:30
p. m. on March 15; 2, 4:30, 7
and 9:30 p.m. on March 16;
and 2, 4:30 and 7 p.m. on
March 17. Tickets are $6 for
adults and $4 for seniors, children and matinees.

The Gateway Arch overlooks downtown
St. Louis and the Mississippi River.
Patrick's Day Celebration.
For more information on Louisville. visit
www.louky.org.

'Forever' well worth long wait

Source: Associated Press

. •web site of the week
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Lead .:;inger David Lowery has as
much fun with his random lyrics on
"Forever" as he has in past albums.
Cracker's lyrical style can be directly compared to that of They Might
Be Giant,, For example. the chorus
of "Guarded By Monkeys" is •·You
are so beautiful I You should be
guarded by monkeys.'' In the song
"What You' re Missing,'' he pokes
fun at the relation of Cracker to
another band by singing "That's
Cracker with a ·c· I not a 'K' or an
' Uncle.' under5tand?"
The band has come a long way
since its debut in li.JI)J with the
album "Cracker Brdlld.'' Its first CD
had more of a country style to it, but
that part of its music fades more with

ea~h

new album.
Cracker is probably most recognized for the hit "Low" from its
sophomore album, "Kerosene Hat."
Like most bands, once the members
were in the mainstream, the nelCt
album was horrible. 'The Golden
Age," while being a fairly decent
album by itself, was incomparable to
previous work. However, Cracker
saved itc;elf with its fourth album.
"Gentleman's Blues." and live concert album, "Flash Your Sirens."
Ovtrall. Cracker shines in "Fore'!er," and the band breaks up the
monotony of bands that take one
superhit and tum it into an entire CD
that sounds exactly the same.
Grade: A

• 2hour drive
Nashville - Drive down to
Nashville and find out why
Nelly Furtado was nominated
for a Grammy when she performs at 7:30 p.m. March 22
at Ryman Auditorium. Tickets are $25.50 to $27.50.

• 3 hour drive (or more)
Louisville
Head
to
Louisville and check out the
band featured in this week's
CD Review, Cracker, when it
()lays at 9 p.m. March 22 at
the Headliners Music Hall.
TicKets are $ 12.

Student Governn1ent Association and Can1pus Activities
D

Regional Special Events Center

t

Student Discount Price: $15.00
discount applied only to
MSU students with a valid MSU ID

Credit Card Purchases: (270) 762-5555
Ticket Information: (270) 762-6951

Jeep

General Public: $20.00

Ticket Outlets

THERE'S ONLY ONE

GL\MECUSE

RSEC
SGA Office
Sunset Blvd. (Murray)
Betsy's Hallmark (Benton)
Mr.Postman Inc. (Mayfield)
Five Seasons Men's Shop, Inc. (Union City, TN)
Unga Bunga (Paducah)
Pit Stop (Paris, TN)

Collegelife
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$tudents step off for charity event
~

coach. Although the organizations do not
have to use a coach. all routines must be
seen by a member of Alpha Phi Alpha to
make sure that it follows the guidelines
of the show. The routines cannot contain
any profanity, slander, disre!.pectful
material or sexual gestures.
The organizations participating in this
year's step off are Sigma Sigma Sigma.
Alpha Sigma Alpha. Alpha Omicron Pi.
Alpha Delta Pi, Alpha Gamma Delta.
Lambda Chi Alpha. Pi Kappa Alpha and
Alpha Sigma Phi.
"We had about 30 girls who wanted to
be on the team." said Sara Williamson,
Alpha Sigma Alpha president. "This was
the first time we had to have a try out for
an event."
The organizations will be judged on
four main areas, including precision,
clarity, crowd appeal and the overall
appearance and time of the routine.
Although a step routine only lasts
about 10 minutes. organi:.r.ations have to
spend weeks practicing.
"We've been pract!cing for about 15
hours a week. for three weeks,'' said
Katie Burnett, junior from Fort Mitchell .
"It takes practice. It's something that you
jus t have to keep going over and over
again."
Wyatt said all proceeds from the Alpha
Step Off 2002 will be donated to the
March of Dimes Foundation.
The March of Dimes Foundation is an
organization that works in partnership

BY EMILY BLACK
COllEGE ltFE EDITOR

Before leaving for Spring Break, many
students are planning to step out one
more time in Murray when they compete
in Alpha Step Off 2002.
Alpha Step Off2002 is a step competition comprised of various campus organizations and groups of six to 10 members who put together a step routine that
is eight to 12 minutes long.
"It is an event that brings together the
whole campus,'' said Terence Orr, senior
from Paducah. "We wanted to do something that all students and all Greeks
could be involved in."
This is the second year Alpha Phi
Alpha has sponsored the Alpha Step Off.
After last year's step off, more students
became interested m performing and got
involved in the event.
"National
Pan-Hellenic
Council
Greeks have step shows all Ute time,"
said Jon Wyatt, junior from Alton. IJI ..
" Everyone else Slarted getting really
interested in them after last year and just
wanted to participate."
Those organizations participating in
A lpha Step Off2002 are divided into two
divisions: sorority and fraternity. There
was an independent division, however
there were no entries in that division.
The organizations are required to put
together a step routine o n their own with
assistance from an Alpha Phi A lpha

Katie Burnett, junior from Fort Mitchell, Kim Morris, j unior from Memphis, Emily Kretz. sophomore from Christopher, Ill., and Krystal Koester, sophomore from Evansville, Ind., practice their step routine for the Alpha Step Off 2002.
with clubs and organizations to implement programs benefiting mothers and
babies and to increase efforts to reduce
birth defects by 10 percent. reduce infant

mortality to seven per 1.000 live births,
reduce low birth wc!ight to no more than
five percent of all live births and increase
the number of women who get prenatal

care in the ftrsl trimester to 90 percent.
'Said Wyatt: '1'his eve nt gets everybody to come out. have fun anu raise
money for charity." ·
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Anderson
redeemed by
championship
Any more questions, comments or sighing
from the peanut gallery of pessimists?
After watching Tennessee Tech's Damien
Kinloch miss a desperation shot at the
buzzer of the Ohio Valley Conference
Championship. Murray State Head Coach
Tevester Anderson came over to the crowd
and pumped his fists with one word on his
mind.
Redemption.
After a dismal January that included two
wins in eight games and a six-game losing
streak for the Racers. the 2001-02 season
seemed to be all but wrapped up. A 92-81
loss to last-place Eastern Kentucky on Jan.
26 knocked the Racers to 3-5 in the conference and 9-ll overall.
To make matters worse. junior college
transfer Rashard Hanis bowed out with a
tom ACL junior guard Chris Shumate
decided to take a medical redshirt and
sophomore center Andi Hornig's knee
forced him to the bench. All of thi<; was
bunched into one big nightmare for the team,
the program and. most importantly. Coach T.
It wali about this time that those "faithful"
riders on the MSU bandwagon were slowly
beginning to jump off. Fans and supporters
were calling for the head of Anderson and
were already starting discussion on plans for
year's team, and
S po "r.1alk next
possibly even a new
coach. Articles and
.stories swirled in local
newspapers and Web
site message boards
criticizing
Coach
Anderson for bringing
demise to a storied tta·
dition and for not winning with a winning
program.
But
Anderson
and hts club would not
die. With one week
until another road
CHRIS
game at TennesseeMartin, Coach T wantjUNG
ed to start February off
with a bang. There"Anderson
fore, Anderson and his
basically took staff held rigorous
seven scholar- early morning practices followed by
ship players same-day afternoon
sessions that reevaluand turned
ated the team and its
around a sea- heart. The month that
son that most followed silenced the
critics.
fans had
The Racers put
already given together a seven-game
winning streak in Febup .or dead. , ruary. allowing them
to salvage a higher
conference tournament seed. Despite dropping their final regular-sea~on contest to
Morehead State. the Racers earned a No. 3
seed in the OVC Tournament and capped off
the most prolific turnaround in MSU history
with a NCAA bid.
Alkr demolishing the defending OVC
tournament champion Eastern Illinois, MSU
avenged two losses to Morehead w1th a 14point victory in the OVC semifinals. This
placed MSU in the finals agamst heavily
favored TTU. Once again, the Racers overcame the odds. With a 70-69 upset over
OVC Coach of the Year Jeff Lebo. Newcomer of the Year Damien Kinloch and the
24-5 Tennessee Tech Golden Eagles, Coach
Anden;on had the ultimate last laugh.
On Sunday. T and his team were rewarded
for thear eltort.-. with a No. 14 seed 10 rhe
NCAA Tournament agaanst none other than
one of Anderson' s former teams. the Georgia Bulldogs. Anderson was an assistant
under former Bulldogs coach Hugh Durham
for nane sea'ion~ from 1986 to 1995. When
Durham was fired in '95, Anderson anterviewed for the position of head coach. but
was <h:nied. Georgia selected current University of Kentucky Head Coach Tubby
Smith.
Anderson made his way to Murray. and
the rest is history. In the face of com.tant criticism this year. Anderson basically took
seven scholarshap players and turned around
a season that most fans had already given up
for dead All the while. fellow OVC coaches
were praising Anderson. pre~s conference
after press conference. They knew what kind
of man and what kind of coach Anderson
was. and just what he had the ability to
accomplish.
Tomorrow night. those same coaches will
sit at home and watch their league's representative play on as the first round opens for
MSU in Chicago.
Win or lo~e. this year· s team will be
remembered for its heart. intensity and
resiliency.
Win or lose. Coach Tevester Anderson
will be acknowledged and respected for
returning Murra} State basketball to the
national spotlight where it belongs.
Finally. win or lose, Coach Twill still be
our coach whether you like it or not.

rts

"

Chris lung i.f assisrallt sporH editor fnr
"The Murray State News. •·

MSU ready to upset Georgia in ChicagO
BY Jusmo4 McGILL
SPORTS EDIT~

The NCAA did a good job of finding
Murray State a first-round tournament
opponent that has ties to a number of
players and coaches. Two players and
two coaches are connected in some way
to the University of Georgia. the team
the Racers will play Friday in Chicago.
Head Coach Tevester Anderson will
lead the Racers against the Bulldogs, the
team he was an assistant coach for from
1986-95.
"''m excited to be playing the University of Georgia." Anderson said. "To
be playing those guys is special to me,
and I'm looking forward to it."
Murray State Assistant Coach Chris
Woolard also has a connection with
Georgia. Woolard was an assistant
coach while current Bulldogs Head
Coach Jam Harrick was the head coach
at UCLA.
Junior forward Antione Whelchel and
junior guard Antonio Henderson, wbo
hail from hometowns within 50 miles of
UGA' s campus In Athens, will have the
opportunity to play against players they
competed against in high school.
"Any time you get the chance tq play
against guys you played with in high
school. it's an opportunity you don't
want to let go," saad Whelchel. who has
played with and against UGA's leading
scorers Jarvis Hayes and Ezra Williams.
The game. whach will be played at the
United Center in Chicago, aJso will
mark a homecoming for junior center
James Singleton.
"They couldn' t have made a better
selection, .. Singleton SUJd. ''I get to go
home agaan, but I' m not going to let that
di~tract me from us going up there and
getting a victory."
One key to that victory will be the
Racers' leading scorer. senior guard
Justin Burdine, who averaged 20 points
per game this season. Burdine said the
Racers have been focused in practice.
''Our guys realize how far we've
come and the adversity we've been
through." Burdine said. "We just get
after it every day at practice."
Anderson said the Racers were
ex~g to play teams like Alabama or
Cincinnati prior to Sunday's tournament
bracket announcement.
"Of all the teams we got tape on,
Georgia is one of the teams we didn't

get much on," Anderson said. "We
probably have less infonnation on Geor·
gia than any other team we thought
we'd play. Georgia never crossed our
mind<~."

Anderson said the Racers match up
better against a guard-heavy team like
Georgia.
"I was hoping we would get a team
that was not big and imposing inside,"
Anderson said. "It's a team that. if we
play well and do the things we've been
doing the la~t I0 games, we have a
chance to win."
Anderson said the upset-minded Racers want to win as much for the MSU
basketball program as for themselves.
"Our kids want to go out and show
the world what we're about at Murray
State," Anderson said. "We have a historic program, but to validate ourselves
we need to go out and get some big
wins. Our kids want to be the ones to do
that."
Anderson said team members believe
they have a good chance at. defeating
Georgia, even if most of the college basketball community disagrees.
"We have 12 young men and five
coaches that expect us to win," Anderson said. "The pressure will not be as
great on us. but at the same time we
want to win. and that's pressure itself.
We're going to put pressure on our.selves to go up there and win. Georgia
will be picked decisively to win. I'm
sure. but I think we match those guys as
well as any other team ranked that high
in the polls."
Anderson said the team plans to take
advantage of the national stage on
which it will be playin~ and make itself
an annual NCAA Tournament con·
tender.
"Murray State is a great program."
Anderson said. "We're looking at being
a program like Valparaiso that gets to
the tournament. wins some games and
get'> to !he Sweet 16 or the Elite Eigl:lt.
We're going to do that one of these
days. and 1can't think of a better time to
start than right now with a solid win
over a top-25 program. This could
jump-stan something really great for
this program."
Murray State and Georgia are sched·
uled to tip off Friday at approximately
9: 10 p.m. or 30 minutes following the
Texac; Tech-Southern lllinoi!' game. The
game will be televised on CBS.
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Source: http://sports.espn.go.com

Rob Brown/The News

Racers to utilize homecourt advantage in NCAAs
BY TIM ALSOBROOKS
STAFF WRITER

The Murray State rifle team is
no stranger to competing for the
NCAA Championship. and they
will do at agatn this weekend,
right here in Murray.
Murray State's Pat Spurgin
Rifle Range will host the 1002
NCAA Rifle Championships.
and MSU joins the field in both
the air rifle and smallbore competitions.

Head Coach Diana Stone is
ready for MSU to make some
noise at home.
"Any time you can host a tournament in any sport. it automatically gives you the homecourt
advantage," Stone said. "h will
be big for us to compete for the
championship at our home
field."
Other teams in the field
include Ohio Valley Conference
foe Tennessee Tech. Kentucky,
Navy. Coast Guard. Nevada,

Xavier. West Virginia and
defending national champion
Alaska-Fairbanks.
"The field is packed with talent and should be an exciting day
of shooting nil the way around."
Stone said.
MSU won rifle championships
in 1985 and 1987 and made the
NCAAs on many occasions.
Senior Jill Wheeldon says the
team is ready to make a strong
!\howing.
"It is an all-day shooting

against every team and not like a
regular tournament f~rmat,"
Wheeldon said. "Our team, however, made both guns and feel
we can compete with anyone.
especially here at home."
The pomp and circumstance of
the national championships start
today with registration and a
banquet in the Curris Center.
The o.tction gets under way Friday when individuals compete in
smallbore and air rifle for andividual honors. Freshman Robert

Purdy and sophomore Morgan
Hicks will compete individually
for MSU.
"Just being in the top 13 in lhe
country and getting a chance to
compete for individual honors is
an accomplishment,'' Hicks said.
Team competition starts Saturday with two sets of relays for
both smallbore and air rifle.
Said Hicks: "It feels great to
host the tournament. and the
crowds and great shooting will
make for a fun weekend."

Men's tennis team thinking big after win over Samford
BY CHRIS JUNG

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
"Think champions. think
NCAA. think big,'' said men',
tennis Head Coach Mel Purcell
in regards to the team's perspective in 2002.
After sweeping Western
Kentucly Sunday. Purcell and
the Murray State men's tennis
team (6-4) kept that mentality
going on Tuesday and defeated
Samford 5-2.
After sweeping the three
doubles
matches,
MSU
grabbed four out of six singles
matches en route to the victory.
Senior Nikola Aracic won
again to stay unbeaten at home
by defeating Davad Misner 62, 6-4 in the No. I singles.
"He has been a leader for
us," Purcell saad of Aracic.
"He's been Ohio Vall~.:y Conference Player of the Year
twice, and he just takes it upon
himself to win."
Aracic's teammate, junior
Thiago Gondim, was also victorious in the No. 3 singles.
making short work of Chuck
Haddox 6-0, 6-4 Other victorious Racers were sophomore
Alex Hoyem. who defeated
Travis Johnson 6-3. 6-·1, 10·6
in the No. 4 singles. and
sophomore Zak Bahri. who
defeated Colin Thompson 6-3,
6-0 in the No. 'i sangles Freshman Freddy Sundsten fell to

of the six singles matches."
Aracic ranked nationally at
No. 117. continues to impress
and, most importantly, win.
"The fact that I am finished
after this year makes me try
harder," Aracic said. "My
goals are to stay unbeaten at
home, move up in national
rank and try to get OVC Player of the Year."
At this point, another conference championship and shot at
that ultimate goal of the
NCAA Tournament should be
in sight.
"We should not lose to anyone else." Aracic said. "If we
do that, we have a pretty good
shot at getting a top seed."
Murray State. who played a
close match with top 10 Illinois, has several tough matches lined up in the future. One
of those contests includes a
battle with Top 40 South Florida.
"These tougher matches will
really help us down the road,"
Purcell said. "I am just looking
Karri Wurth!The News forward to getting back in.
Murray State junior Thiago Gondlm sends a shot over the net during the Racers win La~t year l was just so worried.
I couldn't breathe. This year I
Sunday against Western Kentucky. Gondim played well in MSU's win Tuesday over just
want to have fun."
Samford, defeating Chuck Haddox 6-0, 6-4 in the No. 3 singles match.
Murray State looks to keep
Raphael Bohli 6-3. 6-7. 6-10. three MSU duos won by that Schmidbauer nnd Bahri defeat- its winning ways going when it
and junior Mike Schmidbauer marg1n. Aracic and Sundsten ed Haddox and Jensen to take travels to Evansville, Ind.• Frilost to Joey Jensen 3-6. 4-6 for teamed up to win the No. I the No. 3 doubles.
day for a 2 p.m. match. The
the only two MSU lo~ses on doubles over Misner and
"The key in this league is the team will begin its OVC
the day.
Bohli. Gondim and Hoyem doubles points,·· Purcell said l>chedule Saturday with a I 0
In the doubles portion, 8-4 won the No. 2 doubles over "If you can get that. then all a.m. match against Eastern
was the magic score as all Thompson and Johnson, whale you have to do is ''in three out Kentucky in Evansville.
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Omission
Adriane Mayes, senior on the track
and field team, placed second in the
triple jump during the Ohio Valley
Conference Indoor Championships
held Feb. 23 in Charleston, Ill., with a
jump of 38 feet.
Mayes' finish was omitted from the
track and field story published in the
March 1 issue of "The Murray State
News." The sports staff apologizes for
the omission.
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MSU to host reception prior
to Racers' first-round game
Before the Racers take the court on
Friday night, Murray State will host a
pregame reception/ send-off at the
team's headquarters in Chicago. Starting at 6 p.m., Dunker, the MSU cheerleaders, pep band and Head Coach
Tevester Anderson will be on hand to
wish the Racers good luck.
The event will take place in the
Regency Ballroom at the Hyatt
Regency McCormick Place and will
run for approximately an hour and a
half. All alumni, family and friends are
invited and encouraged to attend as
the Racers prepare for the Georgia
Bulldogs.
Tip-off between No. 14 seed Murray
State and No. 3 Georgia is scheduled
for approxi~ately 9:15p.m. Friday.
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Men's tennis team records
sweep of Western Kentucky
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Women's
wins al matches
for second time 111 a row

After the cancellation of its Ohio
The women's tennis team was
Valley Conference opener Saturday, forced to cancel its match Saturday
the men's tennis team came out hun- with OVC rival Eastern illinois. The
gry as it defeated rival Western Ken- women's team also came' fired up to
tucky 7-0 Sunday. MSU won all three play and won all nine of its matches
doubles matches and was victorious to defeat Western Kentucky 7-0.
in straight sets in all six singles matchSophomore Melissa Spencer was
defeated in her first set, but bounced
es.
Senior Nikola Aracic defeated back to win the next two in defeating
Mikus Paipars 6-1,6-3 in the No.1 sin- Nino Kostava 4-6, 6-1, 10-8 and takgles, and freshman Freddy Sundsten ing the No. 1 singles match. Senior
took the No. 2 singles, beating Evalds Kerry-Lea Glass beat Olga Kosaka 6Jurans 6-3, 6-2. In the No. 3 singles 1, 6-0 in the No. 2 singles. Freshman
match, junior Thiago Gondim was vic- Jaclyn Leeper beat Liene Rozentale 6torious, downing J.J. Bal16-0, 6-1. The 0, 6-1 to take the No.3 singles, and in
final three Racers also were sharp as the No. 4 singles, senior Maria
sophomore Alex Hoyem beat Randyll Alonte was victorious over Jennifer
Brooks 7-6, 6-1 to win the No. 4 sin- Granger 6-1, 6-0. Freshman Jennifer
gles. Sophomore Zakaria Bahri won Ward and junior Annette Steen also
over Wimal Wijenayake 6-4, 6-3 · to won their respective brackets as
capture the No. 5 singles match, and Ward beat Dana Underdonk 6-3, 6-1
junior Mike Schmidbauer beat Taylor in the No. 5 singles and Steen beat
Reynolds 6-0, 6-1 in the No. 6 singles. Emily Lichtenberg 6-0, 6-3 in the No.
In doubles, Aracic and Sundsten 6.
Glass and Spencer joined forces to
downed Brooks and Jurans 8-3 to win
win
the No. 1 doubles match 8-6.
the No. 1 doubles. Gondim and
Junior
Cheryl Graham and Leeper
Hoyem teamed to defeat Ball and
blanked
Granger and Rozen tale 8-0 in
Paipars 8-6 in the No. 2 doubles, and
the
No.
2 doubles while Alonte and
the team of Bahri and Schmidbauer
Steen
beat
Lichtenberg and Underdefeated Wijenayake and Kevin
dank
8-2
in
the No. 3 doubles to give
Shields 8-1 in the No. 3 doubles to
MSU
the
win
and the sweep.
complete the sweep.

OVC Baseball
Schedule

OVC Baseball
Standings

Women's tennis team wins
against Western Kentucky

After sweeping Western Kentucky
last week, the Murray State women's
tennis team ·pulled out another
sweep Tuesday with a 7-0 defeat of
Samford.
Sophomore Melissa Spencer won
the No. 1 singles with a 7-5, 2-6, 6-4
victory over Emily Nunnaly. Senior
Kerry-Lea Glass took the No. 2 singles match by defeating Courtney
Collins 6-3, 7-5, and. freshman Jaclyn
Leeper took her No. 3 singles, blanking Katherine Jayroe 6-0, 6-0. In the
No. 4 singles, senior Maria Alonte
defeated Jen Pharr 6-3, ,6-1. Jennifer
Ward won the No.5 singles with a 60, 6-1 win over Katie Crawford, and
junior Annette Steen rounded out the
singles with a 6-3, 6-2 win over Kristen Upp in the No. 6.
MSU earne(i the doubles point by
sweeping all three matches. Glass
and Spencer beat Collins and Nun·
naly 8-3 to take the No. 1 doubles.
Leeper and junior Cheryl Graham
teamed to win the No. 2 doubles 8-2
over Jayroe and Pharr, and the duo
of Alonte and Steen beat Crawford
and Upp 8-4 in the No. 3 doubles
match.

Intramural Volleyball
Schedule

8-b.all
Saturday vs. Bet~!, noon
Tuesday va. Western Kentucky, 2
p.m.
Wednesday VI> Evansville, 2 p.m.

Men'• Golf
Saturday-Sunday C Aorida Gulf
Coast Grande7za Intercollegiate,
:rBA

Mtn'ITtnnlt
Friday 0 Evan6ville, 2 p .m.
Tuesday 0 PacifiC, 2 p.m.

Wamm'tGolf
Monday·Tuesc:Uy 0 Jacksonville
State/Chris &nister Oassic, TBA

Women'• Tennl1
Thurtday va. Evantvtlle, 2 p.m.
Sunday 0 Haw•li, 6 p.m.
Monday vs. Wiaconsin-G1'1!en &y, 3
p.m. (0 Honolulu, H.1waii)

Rille
Thunlday-S.tvrday 0 NCAA Cham·
pl~ps (at Murray Sta~)

Men
Mar. 26
Regents vs. White, 6:15p.m.
Hester vs. Clark. 7 p .m.
Clark vs. White, 7:45
Hester V$. Regents, 8:30
Franklin vw. Elizabeth. 9:15p.m .
Richmond VI. Hart, 10 p.m.
Women
Richmond va. Springer, 6:15p.m.
Hater VI. Repnta. 7 p.m.
H.1rt A VS. Whi~ 7:~ p.m.
H.1rt 8 vw. Elizabeth. 8:30p.m.
Hart B vs. Regents, 9:15p.m.
Richmond vs. Clark. 10 p.m.

Schedule

.
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Sports Briefly is compiled by Assistattt
Sports Editor Chris fung.

Wednesday vs. BYU, 3 p.m . (CHon·
olulu, Hawaii)
Thursday vs. Washington Sta~. 1
p.m. (C Honolulu, H.1waii)

Racer Athletic

~~

R.!dtntW Co!Hp

Fral~mltlte

Mar.'l7
Pi Kappa Alpha v~. Lambda Chi
Alpha, 6:15p.m.
lambda Chi Alpha \'$. Sigma Phi
Ep~ilon, 7 p .m .
Alpha Sigm.t rhi 8 vs. Sigma Pt,
7:45p.m.
Alpha Gamma Rho vs. Alpha T.1u
Omega, 8:30p.m.
Pi Kappa Alpha v~. lambda Chi
Alpha 8, 9:15pm.
Alpha Sigm.a l'hJ vs. SlgrM Chi, 10
p.m

IIISU I

m1

....•••....,...
Merlhlll18

Sororities
Mu.'I:T

s.llboll& vw.Splkolea, 6:15&.m.
Honors Program vs. Alpha mma
Delta, 7 p.m.
Alpha Sigm. Alpha ""· Alpha Omi·
cron Pi, 7:45p.m.

Murray State University Graduation Center
Graduate with all the right stuff

I

I

~S\J

'

Grad
Diploma Frame
Protect and display your
diploma with a custom
made frame. Perfect for
home or office.
$89.95 - $159.95

~

Tuesday, March 26
Wednesday, March 27
Thursday, March 28

See the complete
selection of Murray
State University
Class Rings and
receive a FREE Cap
& Gown with the
purchase of a 14K or
18K Murray State
Ring during the
Senior Salute.

10 a.m.- 6 p.m.
10 a.m.- 6 p.m.
10 a.m.- 6 p.m.

Rocking Chair Lounge
CURRiS CENTER

~;;~~~_.CONONGTOGETHERTOHELPYOU
PREPARE AND PLAN FOR GRADUATION
REQISTRAR'S OFFICE: Answering questions regarding graduation, degree
reqmrements and commencement exercises. A representative will also be
available to discuss the Master's Degree program.

..
.......
·-..ilC..

..~:=-.. .

SENIOR SALUTE
2002

Certificate of Appreciation
Recognize and honor that special
person(s) that helped you achieve
your college success. Actual
name(s) can be custom printed
on the framed certificate.
$15

Personalized
Announcements
The best way to announce to
all those special
people. Your name, degree
and major will be
printed in the actual text of
your announcement,
along with the time and location of the graduation
ceremony. Available in packages of20.

$30

STUDENT LOAN ACCOUNTING: Conducting exit counseling for May
g~duates ~ith stafford loans. Informational booklets and loan summary totals
w11l be available on that day. A representative will be available until 4 p.m. each
day.
CAREER SERVICES: Come establish or update your placement file with a
~aree~ Se.rvices O~ice representat~ve. Information about resume preparation,
mterv1ewmg, and JOb search techmques will be available. Students may sign up
for on-campus interviews and pick-up job bulletins and information about the
Career Fairs.

Envelope Seals
Elegant applique for sealing
announcement inner envelopes. The
distinctive mark of your graduating class.
Available in packages of 25 .
$6
Thank You Notes
Say thank you with these ·
elegant note card<;, featuring
custom school seal.
Packages of 10.

$7.50

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION: Alumni Association representatives will
provide information on how to network with MSU Alumni before and after
gradu~ti~n, how to ge.t i.nv?lved in alumni c~apter activities, the Young Alumni
Assoctahon and why 1t ts trnportant to stay m touch with Murray State.

.{

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE: Be fitted for your cap & gown, order your
Personalized Graduation Invitations & more! Then meet with our Josten's
Representative to order your Class Ring, and our Professional Framing
Representative to select the perfect diploma frame.
SENIOR PLEDGE DEPARTMENT: Come by the development table and see
how you can get your caribiner keyring and t-shirt!

Cap, Gown & Tassel Ensembles
Bachelor's $19.95 Master's $23.95
Accessories
Bachelor's
Residential College Stoles $13.25
Honor Cords $8

Master's
Hoods $54.95

The Murray State News
March 14, 2002

MEN'S NCAA
TOURNAMENT
BRACKET

UNC Wilmington

South

East

Syracuo;e, ~"Y

l.t!xirtKt<lf\ J...'Y
~------------+---~

~--~~~~----~

Georg~a

Murray State
N.C. State

\!l.t '·' { •\

t ., ',

.l

NCAA BASKETBALL
NATIONAL CHAMPION

INinois
San Diego State

1\!adi."'-'1\ WI
Texas
~--~~=-------~
Bo6ton College

Mississippi State
McNeese State
wake Forest
PeppenJtne

Oregon
Montana

Graphics by Rob Brown/The News

Classifieds
PERSONALS
AI>S Cll"ll ..ThankK lur all of your h.mJ
wnrk 1l1t• "'mc:src-r. Tho: lx~>k b :time"'!
uon<' Wt! nt!t!<.i prdienler.'l Plc:.t.o,c Wik IU
C\111 II )"OU a.., 11'11=<:<1
\IUOE.i''TS - H~ve a de ~fX'"II hl\.'llk!

c:~-•h nut, t.1lnlr:lt.1 for <-k:ed, t.nrt<ohc.lt•
lion. C'..:~ll Pal C:J,.:tdJ, I>L"-•>Unl Mnn11:1~
Soul\."t: ... UlliLWtiiC 1-Ht\6--491·1001

The Mul'r:ly Sial<' N~·'''" HI!LP 'I!;'A!I.Wl
1\C.'<~ion! Sluc.lenlll n.., alv.c~ys nn lhc look·
nut liK" cmplnymt"nt <>pJ'lonunolie>!

WANT TO l'l.ACE AN All, hu1 <lnn'l
know wh~ le> pur ill 11ral'" "hat lh••
mj_.,._·cll3ncuu.• :...--ctinn i• fn•' C..\1 7!il4478 10 pbcc :1 ct.~....Jilt',ltnday!

MAKE

FOR

ANNOUN CE MENTS
Fraternities,
Sororities ,
Clubs.
Student Groups •. E:Im SJ()(JO..SWOQ llu•
""'"~cr with the c:I.'Y Cunpu.-;fundr~l,..
c:r.t·um lhll."C hnur luntlt:~.-mR o:\~'fll
!x>e.' 11<>1 lnVc>IVt: H•'<l11 aru a J'lp li<·ation>. FundrJI~InR <Liles ~rc fll lin11
quickly, o<o call ux!.y1 C'Al<lUCI C'.llntpUllfundr.lbc:r .cnm :11 (f!AAl 923-32~, or vblt
w..-w.( :•tmptL.J'uhdr:IL'>t!r.com.

I

..
~

:·••

.
I

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Fraternldes,
Sororities,
Clubll,
.~rudent Groups l'.am $1()()0..~200u lhl•
••:mc:,eer ..-lth 11~ c-a.')' Qunpu-.funtlr:"''
t:r.<Ufll lhree hnur fundr.."'lllj( t:\CI"\1 .
Due., nut involve ltt.'<.lll eard applk.t·
lh •n<. l'undr:li""ll tlal'"' ate Iiiii nii
quld.ly, "' t.-:tll t<xbyt Comaa Campus·
fitndral:<....-.t.-nm ~~ ll!lllll 9..!.S-3UR, nr \"bll
W9.""- t.-:unpu..tun~'<-'1 o>m

.

.,.
!·
..••..
••
••

,.,::.
,:

Bl1Y FACTORY OIRE<."l \1C"OLFF TAN-

Paymenr- fnwn SZ~/momh .
FltiiE <.:olor C:lblQR. C:lll Tnwy I~ ,
R-<2·1 ~ 10 v.-..·w:np.t"lSL"In <:t>m
/Iol'IIG

lifl>~

SATEllTTI-l :.YsTEM '-' llh ~
rc:":l\·cra lnst.allc-d for ,,.,., chan SSO ()()
Call 502-25+0761' nr J--8{J6--j98-3474.
COMPU~H

:>.-\WMlll $~ 'E\\' SLPER LUMJlf.R.
MATI! .ZOOU. Laq:cr <Jp.lctllO. more
nptinn~. MJnubclurcr of •awmllls.
cdRcr"' ;lnd ski.JcJ,•I1\,
NorwooJ
Sawmtlt... .152 Sonwtl tlnw, 1\ullillo, N\'
Hlli l·A(liJ-'57ri·lj(>3 1'. \1 300-N
L~EI>

lTTILITY POU!S

~·oR

NEED TO SEllSOMF:IliiNI~I I.e! lts do
the wurk lor vou! Call 7(>2-'14711 ~n<l
pbn! :1 da<Mii~ :ad 111 lhc FOR 'i,t,I.E
'«linn uf Tilt: \lurr4y Slate ~"~"''''

HORI7.0'1 C.\.\11''-Are
c:nc:rt~t:<ic.

420') ,

MFI)ICAflli PATIFNTS LSINC iNHAI.ER·
S.-\ lhuu: rni·A 1rovenl·C;C>mhiv.:nl·
XI"I:VenhAznun>rt·l'lm·enl and O!hc:n<.
Ha' ln11 l>itTrcuiry> llrc:ullt: f~y Ag31J\
~k'<l~ ""''-"red IK1t1ld thc-r:lfl)" n>Jy he
.1'-lll.thlt: II ~l!U <111-tltfy .'I.IED·A·SA\'E I·
IIOO·U4·1919t:xl KYIIOl
.\10RTGAGE 1.0.-\NS "" lnw ~' ~-7~
hu~t! G<Mxl m hxl crc.-d11' RdlnJII<"C."

HELP WANTED

,

Break!

tlyiUIHi<",
mom ~lc:d

\OU ~

cnmp~"'iunalt!,

mc.l.-iJu41 t.Jolunl( t\ll' the I!XPERIE!\l"t"
Ot" A UFETI\1~ If '" lhr.:n llot>Mn
Cam(" I' 1hc pi a~.., tl>r
Hormm
Camfl<' I' naa<l<' up c>l lavl' OI.."'P.>'TAND
TNG
~ummcr ~~amp,, ..eekm11
A.\lA71NG .ulf rn wnrk "'lth I~CRFr>I 
BlE kio.L, r:mgin11 Ill "ugc frnm 7 to I c;,
u~<:ott'tl on NY, PA, Mil, and Y.'V, fl'"'' "
lions ~n: available." in lhc: arc.r; of ({roup
1..-adlnfl, :tlhlt-uc,, lht~:nrr.:-an•. w:uer
~pons, nutt..laKtr rt.IUGtiKlO, ~nd ...a mud\
nlOI"l! For mnn: ml<mll.luon and to com·
pktc: ~n Jppli.::ltoon plel.'k! <'Onl:1<1 u~

¥""

"'""<!

wv. w horiwnc-.Jmp>X<llll
'H--l!l

HI<X)-.5~ ·

liAVF. A I'O~ITIO~ TO 1-"lll.? Call 76l·
t4711 roclr~· ~nd pl;tC'c :1 ciNootie<l a<l in

The Murray ,
State News
would like
to wish
everyone a
fun and

Isafe Spring

S,.,LE. G<xxl

~"n<l~t~on, q,Ro;o, $1,95<1 J'lC'r hul-<klr.··
ered. C.11i wm,le~<lii 1-li<XJ-647 .(,n L

1902.

W\N-n'()! l9 People I<> l..tb< Wt:>)4hll
l.n.c Pound' & lndu:., In the llic:xl 30
I>Jy•• Call Clon:1 mll-frt:t:: Ul661 203-

lldtvt:nnl( N.:w C.us, Van:..
~nJ Rv·, Loc-ally or Nationw ~tie 11! ye-an.
Of nkJcr. Cull fn:e 1177·'iUl·IIJ07 C~l
2Cl.!.!

WAI'.T TO nl.EiiRATI! SPRING• l)n 11
tnxn IJu:liC:Jl nl J lla<:khnc:., Trn<khot~. or
Bulld!>zc:r }llln ""r Tr:tlninl( 11row;un.

EVFRYONF. nt:t:d' ,h,k·'' Slurt NUpJ'llylnl(
lh,-m :and make mnnc~ Wt: t·an hdpl
HunJn:d.' uf IJIJ{\' tu 'mall '--''"fi"d <:Uil<>lllt:t•. D&D Shoo t:<ltnp-any, 1~-,3~

MISCELLANEOUS
'
••
~.
••

SALE

SS~

GR."al Oppt•numty! Gre-Jl

\'l"aJ!t~'

monw..-.dth Truck J)rwing ~ool. C:all
ll ~I fn:e· 877 -970--4()oij
\11:',-\NNA Rf. A TRl'CKE~ Ncl CllL Nn
l'n~>kn1 .. 2 \\'lc: lr.alnlrtll- $34·;54~K Yr. +
llcnc:hh Mu.-.1 lit: 21 or nld~r wll lt ~
V3lid <lrtwr- hccfl*' A00-..!19·7593

A NEW STARn Gt"! )'OUr O)l,ln I~ d.1)"ll
.tnt! earn -tOK )X>ur rltSI yt::u, No Mn~')·
Down Tr-.ln'Jl<>rtJlu>o, L.n<.ij(irll( ~nd
M•~•l.' P""'"kd l::oll 1·1177·l74·iiiiH.

C.;tll I

ATrfNllO\\' DRI\ER'>·NO I'XI'F.RII:NCE
1'/f,C;E.\SARYI 'Vol(: Tro~rt'fl'lrUilCin n,..._'(!,
"c:woa. cw.~ ,...&. stnpp&ng rOO:J<:eo- .dchc:ll\. S650 Jlll:u:mleed.v.cc:d<I)•.. Pq!en·
t>al In t3tn S900 J'lCC week or more.· :lnd
our:stlon M.1y 1, loo2 co J.tnti;Zf)' Jt
~0113 ~lary of $6.(1() to S7 0\) pt:1 hour
•lni 11•1 home "" Wl'e"k"nd'!! For COL
lralntnll c-..oll l-litXJ•.!06--73M
Workers un• j(UJrnnwcJ 7~'l-l! nt the
work.Uys ut lht" 1oul pt:riot.l ol t·mployAl1T.l"T10Nl I'ALll 1'5-Pav CIIL 1"r-.Unmcnt Work luub. 'uppl..,;, coquipmcnt
ln!l Omer Tr:unt."eli Nc:c:ded Werner,
und r.1in jt"lll" "ill l1t: pmvldcd wllhnul
TMC. ~nd othm; hlrtng. 'llt't:t:ldy hnmc
COI\t 111 "nrkc-r Ho•L"n,: f'"''"Kkc.l ontr
lillie ~v-o~ilahlc. l'p In S<JO() wa-kly plu'
111 rho>t" who
n<X n:..bon;>hly Jhle to
hcnd1L< l::J\1 1--Hm·;\O'J-IIS~..!
r-t.'ltlrn liw '"Ill~ dlly lo their piau• <>I "''""
1\ll \"Ol' R OWN 110~'\1 C:RST on•· ot du:
tc..lt:rH.•-e J t tnnt: nf f\.'"l"nutnlt'lll Tr..llt:-..
outlnn's lai):L'S! 1ruckkw! c:~rncr>, 1f
J'l(1fUtion :anJ ~u!Nstcnce CXJ'lt"'~ 10
ollcnng " lt':l.'t'/ purdu.o,c pn>gr.nn lor
the: woo si1c w 11l ht: Jl:ll<l tn n<l<l ..._...,}
tt"olll'-' C>n ·99 lnlt'm.ll><>nJl f...1glc• S'itXl
t.k:m worker> up(ln c.:onlpletkm ol 50%
DOWN PJiJ fw1u• Y<•-ekly Run Rt:)lo<>n·
of th" joh ~onlr-•~l . :\pfll)" 10 Dt·pan..11 o\f OTR Rurnp•:r 111 llt11npcr w.arr.lnl}
mcnt lor l'naplnym.:nl S..·rvK<"'ll, 1000 W,
l••w W<'c-kl}' payntcnl' llt~n't miss
\l.11n Strn·r, St••• NoS, Gt'"tlrii<"IOWn. l\Y
opportunn)" C..lll lloh or Ton}' TcxiJy! I·
4ll.il4
HOO-<;~J·2T."II, x .!ll..\9 Juh C.Kh!: KYST
f)RJVER-HJ\'0: Fr~>jthi•No.--c:d J)rlvt!n<!
C(C)T·www.jumtN.<:nm EOE.
$1,~1 Si11n-On Bnnu•. l:x<·dlcnl llcnc$$1!11. TRAIN!NI1$$ I~ l)~y em lratn·
nrs, l>>r'C"(l l>cpt>'ll Tarp T':t~·. 1\"tf.lnt:J
'"II Cumr:mM< I firing Tox.lay' lean! Ufl l"
Cunvcnlional )ClU dm·c•
Htlll-Hl·
$/!C~I per w~...-k Tllilllm R.-1mhur.«.,u~n1
4Z71 o:~l.·I'TI ~o;
lic:t~efiL, A\;tiiJhlc
~< 'l!;'lulc Tr~in1n)(!
DRI\"ER\ P.XPFRIF.!'CF Ilk! p:.wcr of h"lfl
I·HOI)..8K3-0171ti:YS. """" ~-dlwd>.com
pay up In .; ~c .t milt: 90% no !•>U<-h
(JRIVFR-CDL Tr.ainlllj( , lcam ln run \\llh
fro:ighl, j(n.-.11 lx-ncfll.' & homcl>mc. L:SA
lht: "llal( 1><>11>" 111 lt~ll 1\•·m<W<>IIfo jnh
Tru,·k ROih~37- iCl'll
f'I.K·crncm "-'-''·'r.urn· P.~rn up I•> H4,UI~t
llRIYER~, Sc>hts up In 3/>C T••Jm~ liP Ill
plu.• henc:l•t• l-llhC>-244·.iC>'I~
41it, Con1r.1c1nr fllf nil rnUc:- Ia.'~!' PurIJRI\ fR-CO\'UNANT TIIAS~PORT Nnw
daa.o;;, lzero dnwnt Rtirlin)(I<HI I--I0>-

A(i(>--432--ll'J.n .

J"'

4

"""It"

n,--t

.

511.H!>l09,

oiJ"enn)!

WWW.JCMhm<:.<:OtTI

IJRIVF.RS-TRAcrOR

TRAIIl·R

Nc:\'1

Mudd C:onvt'nlltuMI Tr.u '"" Quality
Home ,-,.... Full llcndi1s Rewon;al &
OTR P"'ihun< NO S'TUilE.'IOS, AR<.."TIC

EXPRESS Htlh:m.J, OH 4j(l26. 1·800-9:?7·
Ool31 WW"- .ll'tlliCXp"''-'·OKtl
PI\ID CDL TRAINII\G 11•·1 p.u<l whole:
1r:unin11 fnr piJtl'm""' wilh rm~•r tru<kmg comp;~ny. Earn h~ money! Com·

p,_.,. n..,m Par fcK" I!XJ'lC'nt:nc..-.:<1

Tl".lnt,, ~olo~ "nol I r-Jmc:rs Q, 0Soio,J'J".,;tOt\ IB~ C.11l I~MOIUli'A\'
I I !!lilf.ioli7·.\7J~l
DIU\1'R-l1p tn ~J<;(Kt Sign--On l!onu''
AJ~ Ct>mpany & 0.. ncr I)per~ cor.
Gl\.'al l'..1y Plu.s lk>nu.,, lrt"--rJn.:<:, 401K•
Good I h>m<1imc & ~alo:,l Cull 1\u)·tl
\ Ill>~. ll!lll-~·13-li92:1

llRI\'!Cil.VOl<'<l "(lot Callier lu llnvc

Pot" In :1 ret·cnc poll, U ., X[)fh< oll"t!rS
indll'llr)'·lt':lding p;~y, high w.:c:kly ntlb,
~~ C<jUopmcnt 11nJ cx.:dlc:nt bcodlL'
fl0ll-ll79--nJ7. ....ww.u.·~rrre....c<,m
DNIV~ R We

n<."'t.'<i lnJt·k tlnvc:rsl Wond1·
l' nt>W lunn11 Our Jrlvcrs ;wcr-.11(\:
541,1';1 74 pc:r y...-ar C()L Trainl"fl Av:til·
nhlc: with $0 down Cull (8001 31U--1:14~
~hil

llRIVEN~ :

NORTH

Amc:rac:~n

Van Un<.,.

ftJs <>f"-'"'"11' In HC1u,c:hnl<l Goc..L,, Sp<._
clahze<l Tru<:klc>:~<l anJ F'l:alh<-<1 Fk-.,t•.
Minimum ol 6 mon1hJ1 o/u t c:xpt:nc:net•
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per word for the
first 20 word s .
20 ~ each
addilion a l word.
Bold Face Type:
$ L p er li ne
Attention getters
t'c'l.'c ..-,.. $ 1

J\.fin imu m Cba rge $1

Found Notices are
pubU.cthed at no
charge for 2 issu es.

CJassifkds Deadline is
3 p.m. Wednesday.
Payment due in advance.
CAll762-4478!

I
I
20% off ALL Tanning
I Packages & Products with coupon I
I
I
Not vahd with any other offer
I
I
Offer gO<X.I thru March 15-23
_..I
I
W• lk·J a s Wel eome d • 10 " d ilcouat 1Jitb MSU JD
I
L

_________________

Kentucky Army National Gu ard is acceptin g
applications for Officer Candidate Programs.
This includes Direct Commission,
ROTC/Simultaneous Membership Program
and Office Candidate School.
BENEFITS INCLUDE-COLLEGE TUITION
ASSISTANCE, in addition to the Army College
Fund and the Montgomery GI Bill.
Call 2nd Lieutenant Travis Carpenter @
(502) 803-0966 to schedule an appointment
CALL NOW - LIMITED OPENING

..--- ....

Breakfast· Lunch • Dinner
Every T hursday l\llght:
!iongbird Karaoke

Every Friday & Saturday
Night· Live Music!
For 6ood Food, 6ame!i 5. a Good Tim e.
Corne !!iee U !i at: §at:urda y &l

200 N. 15th St. • 753-3406
(across from Wilson Hall)

I

;e,
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Telemarketers:
University takes a stand,
No-call list violators Will face
will purtish harsh offenders strict fineS, criminal charges

Arrests:
From Page 1

will either accept the sanction or
appeal it."
Robertson said the charges they
are faced with are very serious
charges and could result in suspension from the University.
·'Some have been sanctioned
with suspension." Robertson said.
"We have n zero-tolerance policy
dealing with life-safety is,ues."
Robertson said for some of the
students, University charges will

depend on the level of involvement with the violations.
"The ones with maximum
involvement were facing suspension," Robertson said. "We want
to make sure we send a strong and
clear message to the campus in
general, so if anyone else was
thinking of doing something like
this, it will now be dealt with
again. It's not going to be tolerated."

From Page 1
Robertson said events that have
occurred over the past year
heightened the level of seriousness of the crimes.
"After what happened on 9-11,
we have to take into account lhe
environment that we're working
in," Robertson said. "It's a very
lSerious matter."

Loree Stark, editor-in-chief. alw
contributed to this .Hory.

meanors, punishable by fines up
to $500," Buckingham said. "The
third violation is a felony and the
vio lator can be fined up to
$25,000.''
Although the new law will
protect against most soliciting
phone calls. Buckingham said it
will not interfere with Murray
State'!> annual telethon or similar
events.

.

''(Businesses) can call people no-call list.
that have given to their organiza"I'm tired of talking to busition." Buckingham said. "The nesses with products I'm not
University won't be affected interested in," Rosario Vega
because they call alumni, with said. "It's a waste of my time
whom they have a previous rela- and theirs. It's one thing if it's
tionship.''
' the telephone company calling
Ligia L. Rosario Vega, senior because 1 haven't paid my bills,
from Puerto Rico, said ~he fre- but if il's just someone trying to
quently receives telemarketing get me to switch companies, I
calls and plans to sign up for the don't want to talk to them.''

N.:oN BIIE&«:H
Tunning & Storage Re o l u l

Ms'll Stutfents

Hours

I 0% discount off tannlni! Packaees.
lotions. and swimwear with MSU 1.0.

Mon. -Thurs.
8 a.m.-10 P.m.
Ai. & sat.
8 a.m.- 9 P.m.

812 Whitnell Drive
Murray

753-3333

Spring Gifts & New Scrapbook Supplies Arriving Daily
*Glass Beads *Quilted Keepers Bags
*Glass Bunnies *Journals and Much, Much More
Come check out all these new goodies.
416 M In St.

753-0859

2667. State Route 94 East
Murray, KY 47071
(270)-753-FOOD • (753-3663)

Open:
Tuesday-Friday
10a.m.-2p.m. & 5-Sp.m.

Spring Break 2002.
Get the College Pr~Paid Phone Card
so you can tell thetn all about it.
This Spring Break, keep in touch with the College PrePaid Phone Card.
It's virtual - so buy it online and get it online. It's that convenient.
Recharge your minutes anytime, and best of all there's no gimmicks!

Mexican Food,
Deli sandYiiches,
BBQ &. Full Bar

.

,.... No expiration date

,.... Domestic and International calls

,.... No hidden fees or set-up charges*

,.... Flat per-minute rates*

,.... No monthly fee

,.... Rechargeable anytime
Get your next PrePaid card online at

a tt.cont/ college/springbreak
•There will be • aurchat9• on all calla made from palf ph- • . M•nutes ate bued ort U.S. domestiC calling.
ln:q=uonat n:u1ates are higher !han U S domes~ hat rat•. diKer IICCOrdlng 10 desllnl!.on called, lind.,. subJect to
eh811Qt RaleJ may be higher lot caltS made 1o ~ mobile phones Call bmes are billeclln Olle-m!IIUtt IIICfemeniS.
Catlts are not re1umable ot allehangeallle Yw ahould make IIVety reuonabie e!lon 10 aaleg<mrd yout College PrePaid
Phone Card and PIN number lrom unauthonzed uaa Yw w'~l be ~ 101 loa! ot atole<l card& S.Mc:e prov1ded by
Sm:lrTa.'ll . Recharge minutes flllly h¥vt clin8ftnt ral86. wl1idt art .-.IIOiable by calling
Service. fOt rat• and
aureh:lrQM, c:n~ Cuslom•r StMOt 24 ~0\1111 a day. 7 daya a wHk. at 1·800-361-<4-470 Complain,_ nol rotOOIVed to ywr
14h&l,lCI•On may be doreerecl ro 1~ 11011 tltlju14tort age<1ey where card waa purcl>aaed .
C 2002 SmarTark All Aoghls ReMrved

c,._,

corner of 1Oth & Arcadia· 759-8866

Peel & Eat Shrimp
seafood Gumbo

=ATs.T
Private Dining Room Available· 759-8866

